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ERRATA 
p~ 73: In line 2, be should read been$ 
p. 109: In line 4, occurrance should read occurrence. 
pp. 118, ~19 and 120: 
The units for the quanti~ies tabulated should be identified 
as follows: 
Span 
(ft. ) 
Roadway Width 
(ft. ) fb (cps) ~ (sec.) 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Object and Scope 
The object of this study is to provide information which, it is 
hoped, will lead to a better understanding of the behavior of simple-span 
highway bridges under the passage of heavy vehicles, and to develop concepts 
and simple approximate rules for estimating the magnitude of the maximum 
dynamic effects. To this end, the response of a large number of bridge-
vehicle systems is studied to assess the influence and relative importance 
of the .various parameters that affect the response of the bridge. 
Although the dynamic response of simple-span highway bridges has 
been the subject of numerous theoretical and experimental investigations which 
have led to invaluable information (for a list of references on the subject 
see Refs. 11 and 22), these studies have not been as comprehensive and con-
clusive as would be desired. In general, each investigation emphasized a 
few aspects of the problem to the exclusion of others, and some of the theo-
retical studies were based on oversimplified representations of the bridge and 
vehicle. The bridge has generally been represented as a single beam and the 
vehicle as a single-axle sprung load with a linear resistance-deformation 
relationship. The effect of the interleaf friction in the suspension springs 
of the vehicle, which is the major source of vehicle damping) was neglected 
or treated approximately. Only exploratory studies have been made of the 
effects of multiple-axle loads. 
In this study the bridge is again idealized as a single beam, simply-
supported at the ends, but, within the framework of this idealization, the 
vehicle is represented quite accurately as a multiple-axle sprung load taking. 
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proper account of the effect of interleaf friction in its suspension system. 
An attempt has been made to study in a systematic manner the effects of the 
numerous parameters that influence the response. Primary emphasis is placed 
on the response induced by initially oscillating two-axle vehicles. The single-
axle representation is used only as an aid in interpreting the solutions 
obtained on the basis of the more realistic but more involved two-axle 
representation. The effects of a moving constant force, two moving constant 
forces, and a moving alternating force are also investigated for the purpose 
of defining the conditions under which these relatively simple solutions are 
applicable to the highway bridge problem, and to provide a simple, though 
approximate, frame of reference for interpreting the solutions obtained by the 
more accurate theory. 
The study involved the following steps: 
(1) The identification of the parameters governing the response of 
the bridge. 
(2) The evaluation of the practical range of these parameters by 
study of the .ch.aracteristics of various bridges and vehicles. 
(3) The compilation of a large number of numerical solutions for a 
range of the problem parameters and the development of information for esti-
mating the magnitude of the resulting dynamic effects. 
(4) The interpretation of this information from the point of view 
of design. 
The bridges considered have span lengths in the range between 20 ft. 
and 100 ft. and include the multigirder steel I-beam bridge, the reinforced 
concrete T-beam bridge, the reinforced concrete slab bridge, and the prestressed 
concrete bridge. To obtain a consistent set of data, primary attention has 
been given to structures designed in accordance with the Standard Plans of the 
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Bureau of Public Roads. (4) * A" standard" vehicle was defined after review of 
available information on vehicle dimensions and characteristics. 
In the numerical studies of bridge response) the following initial 
conditions were assumed for the vehicle: 
(1) No initial vertical motion. This condition is referred to as 
II smoothly moving. II The smoothly moving vehicle is somewhat unrealistic) but 
it is instructive in showing the effects of some of the parameters involved. 
(2) An initial sinusoidal motion of the vehicle having the natural 
fre~uency of the axles. This motion is considered to be such that the amplitude 
of the interacting force variation for each axle is 15 percent of the static 
reaction on that axle. The phase of this motion at the instant the vehicle 
enters the span is considered to be arbitrary. This condition is believed to 
be ~uite representative of actual conditions in the field. 
(3) The third initial condition for the vehicle involves a 
relatively large variation in the interacting force at the instant each axle 
enters the span. The corresponding phase relationship was considered to be 
fixed. This condition simulates the effect of a sharp discontinuity between 
the approach pavement and the surface of the bridge. 
The major effort in the interpretation of the numerical solutions 
was to assess the relative importance of the various parameters and to 
eliminate from further consideration those parameters which have less influence 
than the parameters over which the designer has absolutely no control. It is 
shown that such uncontrollable parameters as the phase of the vehicle oscil-
lation at the instant the vehicle enters the span) the corresponding phase 
difference between the motions of the individual axles, and the initial value 
* Numbers in parentheses refer to items in the List of References. 
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of the interleaf friction have a very significant influence on the magnitude 
of the dynamic effects. 
It should be noted that the intent of this latter phase of the 
study was not to provide final answers to the impact problem or to recommend 
an impact specification, but rather to provide information which may serve 
as a guide in evaluating levels of -response to be expected and in establishing 
the rationale of a future impact specification. 
In Chapter 2 a brief discussion of the theory used is presented and 
the significant parameters are outlined. Chapter 3 is devoted to a study of 
the characteristics of existing bridges and vehicles. In Chapter 4 the 
important features of the dynamic response of bridges are reviewed on the 
assumption that the vehicle may be represented by one or two moving forces of 
constant magnitude or by a single alternating force. The detailed discussion 
of the effects of the various parameters is given in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6 
the major limitations of this study are discussed. An interpretation of the 
results from the point of view of design is presented in Chapter 7. 
1.2 Notation 
The symbols used herein are defined in the text where they are first 
introduced. For convenience, the most important ones are summarized here in 
alphabetical order. 
AF 
AF 
D 
~ 
horizontal distance from front axle to center of gravity 
of vehicle 
s -a 1 
amplification factor = ratio of the absolute maximum value 
of a dynamic effect to the corresponding maximum crawl 
effect 
AF for deflection 
AF for moment 
d 
c 
DI 
D~ 
DJM)max 
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amplitude of bridge camber 
dimensionless dynamic increment) defined as the difference 
between the instantaneous value of a dynamic effect and 
the corresponding static effect) normalized with respect 
to the maximum static value of that effect 
DI for deflection; unless otherwise noted it refers to 
the value at midspan of the bridge 
= DI for moment; unless otherwise noted it refers to the 
value at midspan of the beam 
= maximum value of DI for moment for the period that the 
vehicle is on the central half of the span 
EI = flexural rigidity of cross section of bridge used in 
E 
c 
natural frequency computation 
modulus of elasticity of concrete 
F. = initial value of frictional force in suspension spring 
l 
fb = fundamental natural frequency of bridge 
f 
v 
g 
I 
natural frequency of vibration of a vehicle with a linear 
resistance diagram in its suspension system 
natural frequency of vibration of an axle when vibrating 
on its tires alone 
natural frequency of vibration of an axle when vibrating 
on the combined tire-spring suspension system 
acceleration of gravity 
impact factor = AF - 1 
i = dynamic index of vehicle = r/(al a 2 ) 
k 
s 
k t 
kts 
stiffness of suspension springs of vehicle 
stiffness of vehicle tires 
stiffness of combined tire and suspension spring system 
L = span length of bridge 
M dynamic bending moment in bridge 
maximum static or crawl value of the bending moment M) 
unless otherwise noted 
p 
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interacting force between a vehicle axle and surface 
of bridge or approach pavement 
value of P for the front and rear axle, respectively 
P = value of P at the instant the axle enters the span 
o 
R 
r 
Wv/Wb , referred to as the weight ratio 
radius of gyration of sprung mass of vehicle about an 
axis through the center of gravity 
s = axle spacing for a two-axle vehicle 
t time 
time of transit of an axle over an obstruction 
v speed of vehicle 
Wb = total weight of bridge 
W 
v 
x 
y 
e 
total weight of vehicle 
distance measured from the left support of bridge 
dynamic deflection of bridge 
= static or crawl value of deflection 
coefficient of viscous damping for the bridge, in percent 
of critical coefficient 
amplitude of interacting force variation used in E~. 5.1 
a phase angle used in Eq. 5.1 
a phase difference used in Eq. 5.1 
coefficient of interleaf friction, defined as the 
ratio of the maximum or limiting value of the interleaf 
force for an axle to the static reaction in that axle 
f~fb' referred to as the frequency ratio 
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II. METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
2~1 Idealization of Problem 
In this section a brief review is presented of the manner in which 
the bridge-vehicle system is idealized for purposes of analysis. For a 
discussion of the details of the theory and of the computer program used, the 
reader is referred to Ref. 1. 
2.1.1 Idealization of Bridge. The bridge is idealized as a single 
beam with distributed flexibility and concentrated point masses equally spaced 
along the span, as shown in Fig. 2.1. Thus the number of degrees of freedom 
of the beam is equal to the number of mass concentrations used. The computer 
program is capable of handling a maximum of seven mass concentrations. Bridge 
damping is represented by a series of dashpots at the points of mass 
concentration, as indicated. The damping force in each dashpot is considered 
to be proportional to the absolute velocity of the cor'responding mass. 
The analysis is based on the ordinary beam theory which neglects 
the effects of shearing deformation and axial forces. FUrthermore, since 
the distributed mass of the beam is replaced by a series of point masses, the 
effect of rotary inertia does not enter into the solution. 
The computer program can handle two different types of irregularities 
for the bridge surface: 
(1) A second-degree parabolic' deviation from a horizontal line 
through the supports. This deviation, considered to be symmetrical about mid-
span, simulates the effect of dead load deflection or camber. 
(2) A sinusoidal deviation with an arbitrary, integer number of 
half-waves of constant amplitude. 
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2.1 .. 2 Idealiiation of Vehicle. Consistent with the idealization 
of the bridge as a beam, the width of the vehicle and conseCluently the effects 
of rolling cannot be considered in the analysis. 
The essential features of the idealization of the vehicle are 
shown in Fig.~2considering a single-axle representation and a two-axle 
representation. The available computer program can also consider a three-
axle load unit, but this latter representation was not used in the studies 
reported herein. In this figure W represents the total weight of the vehicle. 
v 
The rotatory or pitching moment of inertia of the vehicle mass, W , is defined 
v 
in terms of a radius of gyration, £. 
The tires are represented by the bottom springs in Fig. 2~2 and 
they are assumed to be massless. Damping in the tires is neglected. The 
suspension system for each axle of the vehicle is represented by a massless 
spring, and a frictional device which simulates the effect of interleaf 
friction in the suspension system. 
Both springs in the axle representation are assumed to be linearly 
elastic. However, because of the influence of interleaf friction, the load-
deformation relationship for each axle is not linear, but is represented by a 
bi-linear diagram of the bysteretictype as shown in Fig. 2.3. Note that as 
long as the variation of force in the tire is not large enough to overcome the 
frictional force, the suspension spring remains locked and the effective 
stiffness of the axle is that of the tire. When the limiting value of the 
frictional force is exceeded, the suspension spring engages and the effective 
stiffness of the axle reduces to that of the two springs acting in series. 
In the analysis, the limiting value of frictional resistance for either 
direction of deformation is assumed to be the same. 
A more detailed description of the behavior of the bi-linear axle 
representation is given in Chapter III of Ref. 1. 
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2.2 Parameters of Problem 
The parameters of t~e problem can conveniently be classified and 
discussed in the following two. groups. 
The first group includes~ 
(1) The weight ratio, 
where Wv is the total weight of the vehicle and Wb is the total weight of the 
bridge. For the two-axle vehicle, an additional parameter.~ a l , is re<luired to 
describe the location of the center of gravity of the vehicle as shown in 
Fig. 2.2. T..l1is parameter also defines the static distribution of W to the 
v 
axles 0 
(2) The fre<luency ratios, 
and 
~ 
where the <luantities f t and f ts denote, respectively, the fre<luency of the 
vehicle vibrating on its tires alone, and on the combined tire and suspension 
spring system. When the bi-linear tire and suspension behavior is not 
considered the fre<luency ratio is written ~v = fv/fbo Note also that the 
- " '? 
<luantity (fts/ft)~ represents the ratio of the stiffness of the combined 
tire-suspension spring system to the stiffness of the tires alone ° 
(3) The dimensionless speed parameter.~ 
where v is the speed of the vehicle, assumed to be constant during the 
passage of the vehicle across the bridge, Tb = l/fb , and L is the span length 
of the bridge. 
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(4) The damping coefficient for the bridge and the frictional 
characteristics of the vehicle suspension. Bridge damping is specified by 
the damping factor ~ which is the ratio of the coefficient of damping to 
the critical coefficient. The frictional damping of the vehicle is specified 
by the coefficient of interleaf friction 
F.r 
l f-L = .......---
Pt· 
s "l 
where F.l is the limiting value of the interleaf friction force for the i-th 
l 
axle and Pt. is the corresponding static axle load. 
s "l 
The second group of parameters specifY the initial configuration of 
the bridge-vehicle system and the state of the roadway surface. They include: 
(1) The initial value of the interacting ~orce and the correspond-
ing time rate of change of this force for each vehicle axle. 
(2) The initial value of the interleaf frictional force for each 
axle. 
(3) The initial deflected shape of the bridge and corresponding 
velocity distribution for the condition where the bridge is displaced from 
its equilibrium position. 
(4) The profile of the unloaded bridge surface. It is convenient 
to think of this in two parts: 
(a) A parabolic camber or sag having the shape of the dead 
load deflection" but with an amplitude wh~ch may be prescribed arbitrarily. 
(b) A sinusoidal profile deviation having a specified number 
of half-waves of constant amplitude. 
2.3 Accuracy of Method of Analysis 
There are two aspects to the question of accuracy of the method of 
analysis. The first concerns the adequacy of representing the entire bridge 
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as a single beam instead of considering it as a three-dimensional structure. 
Although a detailed discussion of this aspect of the idealization falls beyond 
the scope of this investigation, some comments are included in Chapter VI. 
The second aspect of the problem concerns the degree of approxima-
tion introduced by using a lumped-mass model to represent the single beam 
idealization of the bridge. The following sections are concerned with this 
aspect of the problem. 
2.3.1 Effect of Number of Mass Concentrations. The effect of this 
parameter has been studied by obtaining solutions with an increasing number 
of mass concentrations for the following cases~ 
R 
(a) A smoothly moving, single-axle, sprung load with ~ 
v 
0.3, and values of a = 0.16 and 0.05. 
1, 
(b) A single moving constant force and three different values of a. 
For the cases considered under (a) the dynamic moments and deflec-
tions at midspan are presented in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. For these results a total 
of 2, 3, 4 and 5 mass concentrations were considered. Also included in these 
tables are the corresponding static values (influence line ordinates). For 
the sprung load with a = 0.16, selected history curves for dynamic increments 
for moment and deflection have been presented in Figs. 2.4 through 2.70 In 
addition, the history curves for interacting force and dynamic increment for 
moment at the 1/3-point are included. For the cases considered under (b), 
numerical values from history curves for dynamic increment for moment and 
deflection at midspan corresponding to a = 0.15 and peak values for total 
effects for a = 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2 are tabulated in Table 2.3. 
Study of the data presented in Tables 2.1 through 2.3 and Figs. 2.4 
through 2.7 shows that, in general, the response is nearly independent of the 
number of mass concentrations for values of vt/L less than that about 0.6. 
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(In this expression vt/L denotes the position coordinate of the load measured 
from the bridge entrance.) For values of vt/L greater than about 0.6 the 
2-mass solution deviates considerably from the remaining solutions. On the 
basis of these and other similar comparisons of data, taking into account 
the degree of accuracy obtained and the need to minimize the computation time 
by seeking a minimum number of degrees of freedom, it was decided to use the 
3-mass representation of the bridge for all of the solutions presented herein. 
2.3.2 Effect of Number of Integration Steps. To illustrate the 
effect of changing the number of integration steps, N, data for a single-axle, 
sprung vehicle with ~ 1, R = 0.3 and a = 0.16 are tabulated in Table 2.4. 
v 
For these data 300,400, 500 and 600 integration steps, respectively, are 
considered, using a 3-mass representation for the bridge. 
From these results it is concluded that there are only minor changes 
in response as N is varied from 300 to 600. As would be expected, these 
changes occur in the later stages of the solution. 
It may be shown (See Ref. 1) that for stability and convergence 
the critical value of N is proportional to l/a. With this in mind it was 
decided to set a value of N = 600 for the solutions presented herein. This 
value is conservative in terms of stability for solutions with the lowest 
values of a considered. 
III. CHARACTERISTICS OF BRIDGE-VEHICLE SYSTEM 
3.1 Introduction 
It is the purpose of this chapter to evaluate the geometric and 
physical quantities characteristic of bridges and vehicles currently in use, 
and to def~ne the ranges of the parameters required for the analysis of the 
dynamic effects in bridges. 
Data for this study were obtained from a survey of the literature, 
Befs. 2 through 10. Primary emphasis has been placed on gathering informa-
tion on bridge characteristics; the characteristics of vehicles were studied 
only to the extent required to define what may be considered as a representa-
tive or T1 s tandard lt heavy vehicle. 
3.2 Bridge Characteristics 
3.2.1 General. A wide variety of types of construction may be 
considered. They include timber bridges with wood plank decks, reinforced 
concrete or prestressed concrete bridges including precast spans, and bridges 
composed of steel girders and a concrete deck. Their span lengths range from 
10 ft. to 150 ft., which appears to be the economic limit of simple span 
construction. 
It would be desirable to insure that the study is directed toward 
the most widely used bridge types. With this in mind, an indication of the 
relative popularity of the various bridge types has been obtained by studying 
the Catalog of Bridge Plans of the Bureau of Public Roads. (2) It should be 
noted that in the Catalog the designs tabulated are based on data obtained 
from responses of the various State Highway Departments to·a survey made by 
the BPR in 1957 and should be taken as representative of conditions at that 
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date or earlier. In all cases the·BPR stipulated that designs be reported 
for H20-S16 or heavier loadings. 
Immediately obvious from a study of the Catalog data, which for 
brevity have not been reproduced, is the widespread use or availability of 
the steel I-beam type bridge design; 47 percent of the designs were of this 
type. This result is consistent with the emphasis placed on this type of 
structure in most bridge vibration investigations. The second and third 
most common structures are the reinforced concrete T-beam bridge and the pre-
stressed concrete bridge, comprising, respectively, 23 and 11 percent of the 
simple span designs listed. 
Perhaps the simplest and most obvious physical quantity pertaining 
to the bridge is span length. In many cases span dictates the type of bridge 
which must be used, governs along with vehicle speed the time during which the 
load acts on the structure, and is a significant variable in the expression 
for the natural frequency of the bridge. It is interesting thus to determine 
the distribution of span lengths encountered in the field. For this purpose 
data compiled by Mitchell and Borrmann(3) on the frequency of distribution 
of bridge span lengths in the California highway system are reproduced in 
Table 3.1. These data refer to highway bridges ranging from simple spans to 
major suspension spans. Only the first part of the tabulation for spans up 
to about 100 ft. is of specific interest for this study; however, the entire 
tabulation is instructive. 
Study of Table 3.1 reveals that over 54 percent of the total number 
of spans listed are less than 29 ft. and of this number 35 percent are less 
than 19 ft. Furthermore, within the range of span lengths between 10 ft. and 
69 ft., 92 percent of the bridges in the California highway system are in-
cluded. Although not itemized as such, it may be assumed that nearly all of 
the bridges in this span-range are of the simple-span type. 
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Considering the ranges of span length recommended for the various 
designs in the Standard Plans of the Bureau of Public Roads) (4) several 
generalizations can be made. The slab type bridge) either cast in place or 
made up of pre-cast sections) is used for spans under 35 ft. At the other 
extreme) the plate-girder deck spans are usually used for spans on the order 
of 100 ft. or more. A Ilbreak point" exists at the 60 to 70 ft. range; up 
to this point the reinforced concrete T-beam bridge) the steel I-beam bridge 
without shear connectors) and the pretensioned prestressed concrete I-section 
bridge are suggested. For spans greater than 70 ft.) the T-beam bridge is no 
longer economical) and the steel I-beam bridge with shear connectors and the 
post-tensioned prestressed concrete I-section bridge are to be considered. 
Also applicable to a wide range of span lengths are bridges of 
timber construction. These may be made up of either ordinary joists or a 
glued-laminated type of construction) with span lengths ranging from 10 to 
85 ft. Economic factors limit the use of timber construction to certain 
areas of the country or to secondary construction. For this reason no further 
consideration is given to this type of bridge. 
3.2.2 Bridge Weight. The weight of the bridge superstructure is 
re~uired to compute the ratio of the weight of the vehicle to the weight of 
the bridge) and also the natural fre~uency of the bridge. Since the cross 
section of the bridge is considered to deflect uniformly in the analysis) a 
representative IIslice" of the cross section of the bridge may be considered 
and the weight of this slice only) together with the appropriate stiffness, 
may be used for the fre~uency computation. In this section the discussion 
is limited to the total bridge weight as re~uired for computation of the 
bridge-vehicle weight ratio. 
In computing the weight ratio the ~uantity total bridge weight is 
interpreted literally. All components of the structure which are supported 
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in a beam-like manner are taken into account. Thus, to be included are the 
roadway slab, beams, sidewalks, diaphragms, bracing, wearing surface, drains, 
etc. Generally certain items are neglected due to their rather small con-
tribution to the total weight. Furthermore, available data in most cases are 
not complete enough to obtain a detailed itemization of the weight computation. 
Consideration of the major load carrying structural elements plus the roadway 
slab, wearing surface, and sidewalks is assumed to yield a satisfactory result. 
Three sets of reference material were consulted. First, a general 
survey of available literature covering field tests on bridges was made. 
Second, the material quantities given in the Catalog of Highway Bridge Designs 
compiled by the BPR were analyzed to provide estimates of total weight. 
Finally, the Standard Plans for Highway Bridge Superstructures of the BPR were 
analyzed to provide weight data for bridges for which there was available in-
formation on design details,stiffness properties, etc. These sources are 
discussed in detail in the following 0 
Survey of Data from Field Tests. In Table 3.2 are summarized some 
data obtained from Refs. 5 through 10. In addition a brief description of 
the bridge type, the principal dimensions of the bridge along with its total 
weight and its fundamental frequency. are given. In some cases the weight data 
are- not include.d as they are not- available. 
Catalog of Highway Bridge Plans. For the various bridge designs 
cataloged in this reference, the total quantities of steel and concrete required 
in the design are tabulated. From this information the total bridge weight 
was computed using an estimate of 150 Ibs/ft3 for the weight of reinforced 
concrete. Consistent with the BPR practice the wearing surface was estimated 
2 
at 22 Ibs/ft of roadway surface. For convenience in comparison all data are 
reported for a standard roadway width of 28 ft. 
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The results, are presented in Fig. 3.1 wherein total bridge weight 
has been plotted as a function of span. In this figure results for the steel 
I-beam bridge only have been presented. The top part of the figure shows data 
for the bridges cataloged for the State of Arkansas. For comparison similar 
data for two Standard Plans of the BPR have been indicated on the figure. It 
is seen that the Standard Plan bridges are consistently heavier than those 
from the catalog; this is a consequence of the larger number of components 
included in the weight computation. In the bottom part of the figure the 
effect of changing the sidewalk width from 5 ft to 1.5 ft. has been indicated. 
Analysis of the Standard Plans for Highway Bridge Superstructures. 
In view of the fragmentary nature of the data obtained from the above sources, 
particularly with regard to showing the relation between weight and natural 
frequency, an analysis was made of the designs listed in Ref. 4. In the plans 
presented therein, complete information is available for computation of both 
natural frequency and total weight. For convenience in referring to the 
various bridge types, the BPR designations will be used; these designations 
toge~her with descriptions of the bridge ~ypes are included in Table 3.3. The 
SA, SB, SF, SG, SJ, SL, and SM type bridges with a constant roadway width of 
28 ft., the H20-Sl6-44 design loading, and span lengths from 20 to 100 ft. were 
considered. 
The total bridge weight was computed by. referring directly to the 
tabulated values of the static bridge reactions given on the plans. The 
weight obtained in this fashion includes practically all elements of the bridge 
superstructure plus a wearing surface of 22 lbs/ft2 . 
The weight values from the Standard Plans are summarized in Table 303 
together with frequency values which will be discussed in Section 3.2.3. The 
variation in bridge weight as a function of span length is sho~ graphically 
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in Figs. 3.2 through 3.4 for the steel I-beam (SA and SB series)) the rein-
forced concrete (SF and SG series)) and the prestressed concrete bridges 
(SL and 8M series)) respectively. In the top half of each figure the total 
bridge weight is plotted as a function of span and in the bottom half the 
variation in the unit weight) that is) the weight per foot of length has been 
plotted as a function of the span. These results point out the striking dif-
ference between weight characteristics for ordinary reinforced concrete con-
struction and multi-girder) steel I-beam construction. Except for short spans 
where ordinary reinforced concrete slab spans are widely used) this type of 
construction is considerably heavier than designs in steel. The plot of unit 
weight for both the SF and SG types (lower part of Fig. 3.3) illustrates 
clearly why these types) the slab and ordinary T-qeam, are usually used for 
short spans only; the unit weight for these structures increases very rapidly 
with increasing span length. This result simply reflects the different weight-
strength properties for the two materials when used in flexure. 
3.2.3 Bridge Frequency. The fundamental natural frequency of the 
bridge) consistent with the idealization made in the analytical treatment of 
the problem:is computed using the frequency expressions derived from ordinary 
beam theory. This theory neglects the effects of shearing deformation) 
rotatory inertia) and assumes a slender) uniform) prismatic section for the 
beam. It yields the following expression for the fundamental frequency: 
where L is the span length) EI is the flexural rigidity of the entire cross 
section of the bridge) or some other representative width) w.iis the weight 
per unit of span length for the cross section used for computation of EI) 
and g is the acceleration of gravity. 
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For the I-beam bridge, the question of interaction between the slab 
and the girders must be considered. In general it would seem that the assump-
tion of fully composite action would give the most reasonable results. (12) 
Other assumptions may be used such as non-composite action, partially com~ 
posite behavior with only part of the tributary slab area taken as effective, 
or fully composite action using a frequency expression modified by an 
empirically determined factor. None of these procedures seems to be enti.rely 
rational for all types of structures and conditions or histories of loading. 
The assumption of fully composite action is clearly valid when shear 
connectors are used (as in the SB series), as complete interaction between the 
slab and beams is assured in this case. Even when shear connectors are not 
used, there seems to be a considerable amount of composite action. The 
absence of composite action will, of course, affect the natural frequency by 
an amount that can be estimated from the expression 
f 0t ffjI compOSl e = · ___ c
f 0t EJ_ 
non-composl e -0 
whereEI is the composite flexural rigidity of the representative cross 
c 
section and E~ is the flexural rigidity of the beam, or of the non-composite 
section. (Strictly speaking, the moment of inertia of the tributary slab 
about its own centroidal axis should be added to the quantity ]~o) In Figo 3.5 
f 0t 
the ratio composl e has been plotted as a function of the moment of 
f 0t non-composl e 
inertia of the beam. The scatter band for each value of ~ represents the 
variation in the ratio due to changing the tributary slab element from a slab 
7 ft. wide and 8 in. thick, corresponding to the top of the band, to a slab 
5 ft. wide and 6 in. thick, at the bottom of the band. 
In the computations for multigirder beam-and-slab type bridges, 
involving either steel or precast concrete beams., fully composite action is 
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assumed. Fully composite action is assumed even for those bridges not designed 
with shear connectors. The tributary slab is taken to have a thickness e~ual 
to the actual slab thickness and a width e~ual to the center-to-center spacing 
of the beams (usually the beams were e~ually spaced for the designs studied). 
The beam properties were taken to be the average of those for the interior and 
exterior beams. For the bridges with steel girders and a concrete deck, the 
modular ratio~; (n) was taken e~ual to 10, and the modulus of elasticity for 
steel was taken as 30,000 kips/in2 . For a beam-and-slab type system for which 
the beam is made of precast prestressed concrete, the value of the modulus of 
elasticity for concrete was taken as 4,000 kips/in2 . 
Fre~uency Data Primarily from Field Tests. These data are summarized 
in Table 3.2, and they are also plotted as a function of span length in 
Fig. 3.6. In this figure a straight line approximation to the data has been 
indicated; this approximation expresses the relation between bridge period, 
Tb = l/fb , and span length and is given by the e~uation 
Tb = 0.0024L 
where L is the span length measured in feet and Tb is the bridge period in 
seconds. This expression fits all the data from the survey within plus and 
minus 20 percent. 
A similar straight line approximation for the bridge period was 
given by Biggs(5); he concluded that 
Tb = 0.0029L 
an expression which agrees ~uite well with the results given above. Wen and 
(11) ° 1 t" f f to f hO 1 Veletsos glve a re a lon or a as a unc lon 0 ve lC e speed; reducing 
this to the corresponding expression for Tb , the result is obtained that 
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where it should be noted that this result is based on non-composite action. 
Analysis of the Standard Plans. The designs based on the Standard 
Plans for Highway Bridge Superstructures of the Bureau of Public Roads have 
been analyzed to provide data on natural fre~uency for a variety of bridge 
types. As was done in Section 2.2.4, the SA, SB, SF, SG, SJ, SL and 8M series 
will be considered. 
Before proceeding with the presentation of data, the criteria used 
to compute the re~uired natural frequencies will be reviewed. 
Series SA and SB. For these designs full composite action is assumed. 
A representative cross-section is composed of a steel I-beam and a tributary 
slab section with a thickness equal to that of the actual slab and a width 
e~ual to the center-to-center spacing of the beams. The properties of the 
I-beam in the representative cross-section are taken e~ual to the average 
properties for the exterior and interior girders in the actual structure (often 
the two are identical). The value of EI is computed using a modular ratio of 
10, and E for steel is taken as 30,000 kips/in2 . The weight of this section 
is computed as the sum of the beam, the tributary slab, and a wearing surface 
e~ual to 22 lb/ft2 of tributary slab surface. 
Series SF. The entire slab cross-section is considered and the 
moment of inertia is computed using the assumption of an uncracked section. 
The value of the modulus of elasticity for concrete-is taken as 4,000 kips/in2 . 
A weight of 150 Ib/ft3 is assumed for the reinforced concrete and a wearing 
surface of 22 Ib/ft2 is included. 
Series SG. In this series, the representative/section is taken as 
the given rectangular beam (stem of the T-section) and a tributary slab of 
width e~ual to the beam spacing and thickness e~ual to the given value. The 
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flexural rigidity is computed assuming an uncracked section. The assumptions 
for unit weight, E for concrete and wearing surface are the same for Series SF. 
Series SL and SM. Computations for these series parallel those for 
series SA and SB. Composite action is assumed between the precast, prestressed 
I-section and the tributary, slab. Properties of the I-section are computed 
on the basis of an uncracked section. The concrete in both the slab and the 
beams is assumed to have an E of 4,000 kips/in2 . The assumptions for weight 
and wearing surface are the same as the above. 
Presentation of Frequency Data. The values of natural frequency 
computed on the above basis are summarized in Table 3.3. 'The values of Tb 
and fb a~e tabulated together with the quantity Tb/2L which is of importance 
in the computation of the speed parameter, U. This quantity also serves to 
indicate the degree to which the bridge period is linearly, dependent upon 
span length. 
Further discussion of these data will be given in Section 3.2.4, 
which deals with the weight-frequency, inter-relation. However, it is of 
interest to study the frequency and weight data for a limited number of spans 
to see the effect of bridge type on each quantity. For this purpose, in 
Fig. 3.7 the weight and frequency data for the SA, SG, and SL series bridges 
has been plotted for span lengths of 40, 50, and 60 feet. Here the general 
effect of increasing span length can be seeno Note that the I-beam (&~) 
bridge is the most flexible, that is, it has the longest period, and is also 
the lightest. The prestressed I-section bridge (SL) is intermediate, being 
lower in period and higher in weight. The reinforced concrete T-beam bridge 
(SG) is both the heaviest and has the lowest period. 
3.2.4 Weight-Frequency Interrelation. The weight and frequency 
data may be studied further by considering the relationships between 
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frequencies and weights for each bridge type. This relationship is presented 
graphically in Fig. 3.8. In this figure the ordinate represents total bridge 
weight plotted in a logarithmic scale and the abscissa represents natural 
frequency also in logarithmic scale. Each point in the figure thus represents 
a bridge of a particular type and span length, or, for a particular series 
of bridges, the individual structures may be described by their span length 
only. 
Study of Fig. 3.8 shows the convenience of this form of the weight-
frequency diagram for representing bridge characteristics. Taking for example, 
the steel I-beam bridge of the SA and SB series, these bridges define a 
nearly straight line on the logarithmic plot of weight vs. frequency. With 
the scales used, this line makes an angle of about 45 degrees with the axes. 
Moving from the lower right to the upper left end of this line one obtains 
increasing bridge lengths. 
Also of note is the fact that the other bridge types also fall in 
approximately parallel "bridge-type-lines. II The steel I-beam bridge forms an 
approximate inner boundary of the region encompassing the various bridges 
studied. It has lower periods and weights than the corresponding spans-of 
the reinforced concrete T-beam bridge which falls roughly on the outer bound-
ary of the region. The effect of changing bridge types is thus clearly 
illustrated. 
The same type of plot has been used to show the effect on the bridge 
characteristics of changing the bridge design loading and roadway width. This 
is illustrated in Fig. 3.9 where-the-characteristics of the SA and SB series 
bridges have been compared for two combinations of design loading and roadway 
width, namely, the H20-S16-44 loading on a 28 t -0" roadway versus the Hl5-44 
loading on a 24t -0" roadway. It is seen that the two bridge-type-lines remain 
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parallel but that the structure with the lower design load is shifted closer 
to the origin.. In other words" a bridge of given span length" as might be 
expected" has a lower total weight and frequency for the lower design loading 
and width. 
3.2.5 Bridge Damping Characteristics. Bridge damping character-
istics must in general be determined from study of free vibration records 
of structures in the field. Thus the only sources of data on damping are 
Refs. 5 through 10. 
The main problem in reporting damping information is to choose the 
manner in which the decay of the amplitude of free vibration is to be repre-
sented. Logarithmic or exponential decay" that is viscous damping" is most 
commonly used. The logarithmic decrement is defined as 
A 
1 £n...£ 
n A 
n 
where A is the amplitude after n cycles of oscillation and A is the initial 
n 0 
amplitude. For small amounts of damping .0 ~ 2~~ where ~ is the damping 
factor defined as the ratio of the coefficient of damping and its critical 
value. 
In their study of damping properties of bridges Forster and Oehler(7) 
conclude that the decay of bridge vibration is in part frictional" not viscous" 
but that for purposes of comparison the usual logarithmic decrement can be 
used. Their results were as follows. 
Lamping Data Due to Forster and Oehler" Ref. 7 
(Jackson Bypass Bridge) 
Span No. Span Length ~ 
4 85.5 0.012 
5 85.5 0.009 
6 77·5 0.010 
7 R-; _n 0.011 ~./. ~ 
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These spans are described as multigirder steel bridges. having six lines of 
plate girders. The girders are 4'-2 1/211 deep with five or six diaphragms 
per span. Th~ concrete slab was of variable thickness to provide roadway 
crown and to allow for the dea.d load defle ction of the girders. Note that 
the damping values are on the order of 1 percent of critical. 
Further results were reported by Oehler in Ref. 8. Here both a 
viscous or logarithmic coefficient as well as a II solid damping factor,," that 
is, coefficient of frictional damping have been reported. The simple-span 
results are again limited to multigirder steel I-beam bridges. However, 
comparative damping data are available for both steel and concrete continuous 
bridges. These data indicate that the logarithmic decrement for reinforced 
concrete structures is about double that for steel (0.12 versus 0.06). The 
results for simple-span bridges are summarized in the following. 
Damping Data due to Oepler, Ref. 8 
(span No. designations from Table 2, Ref. 8) 
Span No. Span Length t3 
1 60·7 0.010 
2 60.9 0.008 
3 60·9 0.015 
6 64.9 0.011 
7 64.9 0.015 
11 48·7 0.012 
Based .on his own studies Biggs(6) similarly concluded that "damping 
is not exactly exponential, but the assumption is sufficiently accurate for 
practical purposes. 1I D3.ta were reporued for five structures as summarized 
on the following page. 
(12) 
The results for the dynamic studies on the AASHO Road Test Bridges\ 
substantiate the above conclusions concerning the nature of damping. It was 
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D9.mping Data Due to Biggs, Ref. 6 
Span Designation Span Length f3 
Conway 69 0.034 
Gilbertville 114 0.007 
Townsend-Main 89 0.020 
Townsend-South 86 0.007 
Ware 77 0.008 
found that damping was generally a combination of viscous and frictional 
types. However, amounts of damping were reported on the assumption that 
damping was viscous. The values of logarithmic decrements ranged from 0.03 
to 0.4 (that is, f3 values from 0.005 to 0.06) depending on the bridge type and 
condition of the bridge. It was noted that f3 values for ordinary reinforced 
concrete bridges were larger than those for steel and prestressed concrete 
bridges. The values increased with age or thus with the number of load 
applications. The higher f3 values were attributed to the fact that some of 
the bridges were badly cracked at the time of the damping determination. 
In general it can be concluded from this survey that bridge damping 
is usually less than about 5 percent of critical and that a value of 1 to 2 
percent is representative of the data reviewed. No extensive indications are 
available corrcerning the variation in damping characteristics between the 
various bridge types. It seems, however, that higher damping values can be 
expected for reinforced concrete structures. 
3.2.6 Initial and Surface Conditions of Bridge. In the previous 
sections the characteristics of the bridge which are dependent upon the type 
of design and geometry of the structure have been discussed. In this section 
brief comment is made on characteristics of the bridge such as the initial 
oscillation of the bridge as the vehicle enters the span and the properties 
of the bridge such as camber or roadway surface unevenness which are not 
features of a standard d,esign. 
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Camber. Of the above items camber is the one that can be described 
most readily, although its amplitude is difficult to evaluate. Camber is 
usually set in a near parabolic distribution so that when the structure is 
lo~ded to design load it retains a slight camber or is level. Alternatively, 
the bridge may be designed to match a vertical curve of the roadway grade line, 
or it may be on a grade, that is, a line connecting the two piers may not be 
level. 
With the computer program available in this study, it was possible 
to consider a configuration of camber represented by a second degree parabola. 
Since the amplitude of the camber varies with specific situations, only a 
rough estimate for purposes of illustration is included herein. Specifically, 
the amplitude of camber is taken equal to the static deflection of the bridge J 
3 
5 WbL 
i.e. as 384 ~. No attempt has beEn made to analyze the effect of grade 
or of a vertical curve on the span. 
Roadway Roughnes s. Roadway roughness is a more nebulous quantity 
to define than camber. Herein roughness t_is used to denote either a random 
or a systematic deviation of the roadway surface profile from a straight li.ne 
drawn through the supports of the span. It is considered distinct from 
camber or grade. Camber, of course, may 'be considered as a systematic 
periodic roughness having only one half wave on the span. 
Roadway roughness must be described by two quantities; one is the 
characteristic amplitude or vertical dimension, and the other the character-
istic lYperiod" or longitudinal variation 0 With the computer program avail= 
able, it was possible to consider only a sinusoidal deviation with constant 
amplitude and an arbitrary number of waves. This condition is somewhat 
unrealistic since such perfect regularity or periodicity is unusual in 
practice. Although leading to overly exaggerated predictions of dynamic 
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effects, this condition is worthy of study, however, as it brings out certain 
important characteristics of bridge behavior. 
In Ref. 13 bridge unevenness was expressed approximately by means 
of the amplitude-length ratio, y /1, of the dominant waves. A study of the 
o 
surface conditions of a few bridges suggested that a realistic range of this 
ratio is between 0.001 and 0.002. For the data considered the maximum 
amplitudes of surface unevenness ranged from about 0.1 in. to 1. in. 
Initial Oscillation of the Bridge. Initial oscillation of the 
bridge denotes the condition wherein the bridge is in a state of free vibra-
tion at the time when the vehicle enters the span (i.e., at the start of the 
computation for dynamic response). This free vibration may arise from prior 
passage of another vehicle. The amplitude of this vibration is, of course, 
affected by the damping characteristics of the bridge. Since the bridge has 
always some amount of damping,. the amplitude of the initial bridge oscilla-
tion is likely to be appreciable only when the vehicles are relatively 
closely spaced. 
Using the single constant force solution as a guide, the free 
vibration may be estimated from the equation 
y(x,t) 
W 13 t 
v -2ref3 - rex t 
48EI a -e -Tb sin L sin 2re Tb 
This expression is of course approximate for a sprung, multiple-axle vehicle, 
and data from an exact analysis or field studies would be required to define 
fully the amplitude of initial oscillation for the bridge. 
Note that considering a moderate amount of damping such as 2 per-
cent of critical, after four cycles of oscillation the amplitude will be 
reduced to 60 percent of its initial value, and 10 cycles would yield an 
amplitude of only 28 percent of the original. Assuming a bridge period of 
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0.2 seconds (5 cps), th~s latter value corresponds to a two-second interval 
between vehicles, or for vehicles travelling at 60 mph to a spacing of about 
176 ft., i.e. from 3 to 5 truck lengths. 
3.3 Vehicle Characteristics 
3.3.1 General. The representation of the vehicle requires speci-
fying certain properties which may be classified either as static or dynamic. 
Under static properties are considered the geometry, that is, the spacing 
of the axles, ,the number of axles, and the static distribution of the vehicle 
weight to the axles. The dynamic properties include the natural frequencies 
of the axles and the damping characteristics of the suspension system. These 
quantities must be obtained from both ana~ytical estimates and study of field 
measurements on actual vehicles. Field data are limited, and the primary 
source of reliable data comes from theAASHO Road Test vehicles. (12) 
3.3.2 Vehicle Geometry and Weight. The class of vehicle considered 
is the common tractor-trailer combination having from 3 to 5 axles. This type 
of vehicle usually represents the maximum legal size of highway vehicle which 
may travel without a special permit. 
In Ref. 3 Mitchell and Borrman present data from actual "loadmeterll 
surveys conducted throughout the qnited States. These results have been 
reproduced in Table 3.4. It is interesting to note that the heaviest vehicle 
recorded in the survey has a total weight of 72,500 lbs. and corresponds 
closely to what is generally taken (by AASHO and many states) as the typical 
design vehicle. The heaviest tandem axle load is about 32,000 lbs. and 
corresponds to the rear bogie (second and third axles) or the trailer bogie 
(fourth and fifth axles). This load corresponds to the AASHO design vehicle 
except for the fact that the load is carried on a tandem-axle bogie rather 
than on a single axle. The heaviest single-axle load of about 23,000 lbs. is 
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encountered in the two-axle vehicles, whereas in all other cases the individual 
axles are loaded to a maximum of about 16,000 lbs. or less. 
In this same reference, axle spacing and axle weight data are pre-
sented for representative extremely heavy vehicles, and while these will not 
be included in this general study, it is interesting to note what might 
represent an upper bound in vehicle size. These results have been reproduced 
in Fig. 3.10, together with sketches of the AASHO and State of California 
design vehicles. In the main, the heavy vehicles shown are not intended for 
highway use. Presumably, the axle loads shown are limited by the maximum 
economical carrying capacity of available tires and by the bearing capacity 
of the traveled surface. The limit from these data seems to be approximately 
60,000 lbs. per axle. Note also that the most common spacing for tandem axle 
bogies is about 4 ft. In the case of the Army Tank Carrier which must, under 
certain conditions, operate on civilian roads, the axle spacing of 4 ft. has 
been used in triple axle bogies with individual axle loads limited to 
20,000 lbs. 
Information comparable to the above is available from other sources, 
one of these being a survey of manufacturers i data on commerical trucks com-
piled at the'UniversitY',of Tllinois in :the, Highwa.y Bridge Impact Investigation. 
From this study it is possible to present a typical medium weight, heavy 
weight, and extra heavy weight truck-trailer combination. These three classes 
vary in total or gross vehicle weight (GVW) and in the nQmber of axles. In 
all cases the front axle mounts single tires, whereas all other axles mount 
dual tires. The weight and geometry of these vehicles are as follows: 
Medium Weight Truck-Trailer Combination 
GVW 
Loaded Front Axle 
Loaded Tractor Rear Axle 
Loaded Trailer Rear Axle 
37,000 lbs. 
4,250 lbs. 
16,7501bs. 
16,0001bs. 
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Truck Wheel Base 
Trailer Wheel Base 
Unsprung Weight, Front Axle 
Unsprung Weight, Truck Rear Axle 
Unsprung Weight, Trailer Rear Axle 
Heavy Weight Truck-Trailer Combination 
GVW 
Loaded Front Axle 
Loaded Truck Rear Axle 
Loaded Trailer Rear Axle (Bogie) 
Truck Wheel Base 
Trailer Wheel Base (to CL of Bogie) 
TrailerTand~:tn'Axle .spacing 
Unsprung Weight, Front Axle 
Unsprung. Weight, Truck Rear Axle 
Unsprung Weight, Trailer Rear Bogie 
Extra Heavy Weight Truck-Trailer Combination 
GVW 
Loaded Front Axle 
Loaded Truck Rear Bogie 
Loaded Trailer Rear Bogie 
Truck Wheel Base (to CL of· Bogie) 
Trailer Wheel Base (to CL of Bogie) 
Truck Tandem Axle Spacing 
Trailer Tandem Axle Spacing 
Unsprung Weight, Front Axle 
Unsprung Weight, Truck Bogie 
Unsprung Weight, Trailer Bogie 
141 in. 
246 in. 
600 lbs. 
1,500 lbs. 
1,200 lbs. 
55,000 lbs 
5,000 lbs 
18,000 lbs 
32,000 lbs 
144 in. 
315 in. 
51 in. 
750 lbs 
2,000 lbs 
3,400 lbs 
71,300 lbs 
7,300 lbs 
32,000 lbs 
32,000 lbs 
144 in. 
315 in. 
48 in. 
50 in. 
850 lbs 
5,400 lbs 
3,400 lbs 
In commenting on the above, the term.Ylunsprung weight li should be 
defined again. This ~uantity represents the total weight of the axle 
mechanism, whee~ driveshaft, brakes, etc., which is supported on the tires 
but not on the suspension system of the vehicle. Of course, some of the heavy 
off-the-road vehicles do not have suspension systems at all, and the entire 
weight of the vehicle is supported directly on the tires. In summary, the 
unsprung weight of ordinary truck-trailer combinations seems to be from 
10 to 15 percent of the total axle load. The higher percentage is applicable 
to the drive axles. 
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As would be expected, the extra-heavy vehicle described above 
approaches ~uite closely the maximum legal vehicle, such as that sketched in 
Fig. 3.10 for California. Again, the only deviation of the actual largest 
commercial vehicles from the AASHO H20-S16-44 vehicle is that the 32,000 lb. 
axle loads in the truck-trailer are applied to the roadway through tandem 
axle bogie units rather than through a single axle. 
The axle spacings listed above are typical of one class of vehicles 
only. In the case of tractors there has been a tendency recently to reduce 
the wheel base so as to minimize the total length of the combination and thus 
allow a longer trailer. The trailer can vary greatly in length, from 14 to 
35 ft, depending upon usage and legal restrictions. 
3.3.3 Vehicle Frequency. Consistent with the analytical model 
used in this study, two characteristic fre~uencies are required to define the 
vibration characteristics of each vehicle axle. First is the frequency of 
vibration of the vehicle acting on its tires alone, with the suspension 
springs blocked. Second is the frequency of vibration of the vehicle when 
vibrating on the combined system of suspension springs and tires. It should 
be emphasized that these frequencies are simply measures of the natural 
frequencies of the vehicle and should, more appropriately, be referred to as 
pseudo-frequencies. 
It has been noted that the stiffness characteristics of the 
suspension springs are usually constant, although seldom linear for a giv~n 
vehicle. The tire stiffness is also nonlinear and is dependent to a large 
extent on the load level and tire pressure. The information on vehicle 
fre~uencies presented here is based on a synthesis of data from several 
references and from a survey of data from the AASHO Road Test program. (12) 
This information can be summarized as follows~ 
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Axle Frequency, cps 
Front 
Rear 
Front 
Rear of Tractor 
Rear of Trailer 
On Tires 
(a) Two-Axle Vehicles 
3·0 - 4·5 
3·5 - 4·5 
(b) Three-Axle Vehicles 
4.0 4.5 
3·0 - 4.5 
3·4 - 4·3 
On Tire-Springs 
2.1 - 2.9 
2.4 - 2.6 
1·72·5 
1.7 - 2.2 
2.1 - 2.6 
These frequencies are essentially the same as those given by Huang and 
Veletsos in Ref. 1, on the basis of data compiled from truck manufacturers 
and from information in Ref. 14. 
Another source of frequency data is the study of vehicles made in 
conjunction with the tests reported in Refs. 5 through 8. These data seem 
to ±ndicate a range of frequencies from 3.1 to 4.9 cps for the vehicle acting 
on its tires alone, and a.range from 1· .. 6 to 2.5 cps for motion on the combined 
system of tires and suspension springs. Only general rangeB of vehicle 
frequencies are given with no breakdown for specific axles. 
The data given in this section do not reflect any recent develop-
ments in the area of air-suspension systems for highway vehicles. 
3.3.4 Vehicle Damping Characteristics. Vehicle damping was con-
sidered to be due mainly to interleaf friction in the suspension springs. 
Damping due to other sources, such as in the tires or air resistance, was 
considered to be negligible. 
The magnitude of interleaf friction was ~nferred from a study of 
the load-deflection characteristics of the vehicle suspension. On the basis 
of the information included in Refs. 1 and 14 and the data obtained in the 
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AASHO Road Test, the following estimates are made for the coefficient of 
interleaf friction, ~. 
Axle 
Front 
Rear of Tractor 
Rear of Trailer 
Value of t-L 
0.05 to 0.10 
0.10 to 0.30 
0.10 to 0.30 
For the rear axles of tractors and trailers, the AASHO studies indicate that 
the value of f..L = 0.1 is reasonable for lightly loaded axles,.whereas higher 
values are applicable to heavily loaded axles. 
304 Initial Conditions for the Vehicle 
3.4.1 General. Inasmuch as the approach pavements to bridges are 
seldom smooth or level, moving vehicles experience a vertical oscillation, 
the characteristics of which depend on the nature of the pavement unevenness 
and the characteristics of the vehicle itself. 
To evaluate the dynamic effects produced in a bridge by an oscil-
lating vehicle it is necessary to know the initial conditions for the vehicle, 
namely, the values of the displacement and velocity of each axle as it enters 
the spane 
3.4.2 Vehicle Behavior on a Rigid Pavement. As an introduction to 
the factors that control the initial conditions of the vehicle, consideration 
is given in this section to the case of a single-axle load unit moving along 
a smooth pavement after it has been set into vertical oscillation. The 
parameters governing the response of this idealized system are the two 
characteristic frequencies of the load unit, the coefficient of interleaf 
friction and the initial displacement and velocity of the sprung load (or, 
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alternatively, the initial value of the interacting force and its rate of 
variation) . 
A typical response curve is shown in Fig. 3.11, assuming :that the 
initial force in the suspension system is 1.5 W. The ratio of the frequency 
v 
on the tires to the frequency on the tire-spring combination is taken as 0.36, 
and the coefficient of interleaf friction is taken as 0.15. The ordinate in 
the plot represents the interacting force expressed in terms of the vehicle 
weight, W. The abscissa represents the time coordinate expressed in terms 
v 
of the period of the system when vibrating on its tires. The solid the 
portions of the curve represent vibration on the tires alone and the dashed 
line portions represent vibration on the combined tire-spring system. 
Probably the most striking characteristic of the curve in Fig. 3.11 
is the rapidity with which the peak values of the interacting force are damped 
out. Note that after one cycle of oscillation, the peak value of interacting 
force is reduced to 1.19W , and after two cycles to 1.14 W. It is important 
v v 
to note also that a steady-state condition develops after 1.5 cycles of 
oscillation. The amplitude of force variation during this steady-state 
condition is 0.14 W or slightly less than the limiting value of interleaf 
v 
friction. Similar results have also been reported in Ref. 15. It may be shown 
that the larger the coefficient of interleaf friction, the more rapidly does 
the vehicle reach a steady-state condition. In this discussion, the effect 
of damping in the tires has been neglected. In actuality, because of the 
. eff.~ct 'of this damping, the vibration on the tires would not be maintained 
indefinitely. 
Study of the time scale in Fig. 3.11 shows that a steady-state 
condition is reached at t = 2.1,Tt · For example, if Tt is 0.29 sec. (ft 
3.5 cps as per Section. 3.3), the total time elapsed is about 0.6 sec. In 
this amount of time a vehicle moving at 60 mph will travel about 53 ft. 
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The foregoing observation has an important consequence. Since the 
source of the initial vehicle motion has not been specified".it rnay.be con-
sidered to arlse from some discontinuity or surface roughness on the approach 
pavement having a specific location with respect to the span. Consequently" 
the state of oscillation of the vehicle as it enters the span will be 
determined by the combined factors of location of the disturbance and the 
speed of the vehicle. For example" if the maximum vehicle speed possible is 
60 mph and the source of the disturbance is greater than 50 ft. from the 
bridge entrance" then the initial amplitude of the interacting .force variation 
for the vehicle will be less than 0.14 W . 
v 
It is seen that the critical location of a disturbance on the 
approach pavement will be ·dependent upon the vehicle speed" vehicle frequency" 
and the rapidity with which the vehicle oscillation is damped down to the 
stea~-state condition. The number of oscillations required to reach the 
stea~-state qondition is, in turn, dependent upon the ratio of the maximum 
value of the interleaf frictional force to the initial value of the·inter-
a~ting force" and to the relative stiffness of the vehicle suspension and 
tire springs. 
3.4.3 ·Effect of a Half-Sine-Wave Bump. To obtain an estimate of 
the magnitude of the interacting force that may, be developed, a study is made 
of the effect on a single-axle load unit of a disturbance or.,lIbumpH on the 
pavement having .the shape of a half-sine-wave. "While not entirely realistic" 
this illustration will serve to point out the significance of factors 'Such 
as the length and amplitude of the bump" vehicle speed, and the response 
characteristics of the vehicle suspension. The resistance-deformation 
relationship for the axle is assumed to be linear. 
The response of an elastic system to a half-sine-wave base dis-
turbance is well·knoWll" and the spectrum for this case is reproduced in 
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Fig. 3.12 from Ref. 21. The ordinates represent the maximum value of the 
springdi~tortion) u) for the free vibration era of the motion) that is) 
after the vehicle has crossed the bQmpf This quantity is normalized with 
respect to the amplitude of the wave) be The ratio u/b is also equal to 
the maximum variation in interacting force) 6P J expressed in terms of the 
quantity W b/~ to 
v s 
The abscissa represents the ratio of the time required for the 
vehicle to cross the bump to the natural period of the vehicle, and is given 
by the expression 
v 
f 
v 
where v is the speed of the vehicle and £ is the length of the bump. 
Note that for fixed values of f· and £) the abscissa may be interpreted as 
v 
a scale for the speed of the vehicle" Two such scales are shown in the 
figure corresponding to values of £ = 10 and 20 ft. and f = 2 cps) with the 
v 
speed v expressed in miles per hour. 
Study of the results in Fige 3.12 shows that for a wide range of 
speeds the distortion in the vehicle spring is equal to or greater than the 
amplitude of the bump. Specifically., if the vehicle response for the range 
0.4 < tt fv < 1 is studied, it is seen that the spring distortion is equal 
to or greater than approximately 1.3b with a peak value of about lo7b. 
expression 
The interacting force variation may be evaluated from the 
6P 
W 
v 
= 
u 
~st 
where the static deflection of the vehicle, ~st' may be written as 
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As an example, .when fv = 2 cps, 6
st = 2.45 in. Thus, for values of tt fv 
for which, for example, u = 1.4b, 6P/W = 1.4 (b/2.45). It follows, then, 
v 
that for 6P/W = 0.5, bmust be 0.9 in. and for 6P/W = 0.15, b must be only 
v v 
0.25 in. On the basis of this discussion it is possible to envision a 
combination of II bump II geometry and vehicle properties such that 50 percent 
variations in interacting force are not unusual. 
In the foregoing analysis the effects of the interleaf friction 
in the vehicle suspension have been neglected. Although it is possible to 
refine the analysis by considering the bilinear character of the load-
deformation relationship, this was not done because it is felt that the 
elastic analysis adequately illustrates the phenomena involved. 
3.4.4 Representative Initial Conditions. The information pre-
sented in this section can serve as a crude guide for specifying realistic 
initial conditions for the vehicle. The general subject of vehicle response 
to pavement irregularities will require considerable further study, both 
analytically and in the field, before truly reliable predictions of the 
state of initial oscillation can be made. Also, criteria for describing 
and measuring roughness must be formulated; these criteria must, in turn, be 
related to the response excited in the vehicle. 
For the purposes of estimating the dynamic effects on bridges, two 
general levels of vehicle response can be considered. The first arises in 
the case where a disturbance exciting the vehicle is so located with respect 
to the bridge that the vehicle motion has been damped to a steady-state 
condition by the time the vehicle enters the span. Under this condition, 
the maximum variation in the vehicle interacting force is limited by the 
peak value of the interleaf frictional force, or to approximately 0.15 W . 
v 
The phase of this force variation at the instant the vehicle enters the span 
may be considered as random. 
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The second level of response corresponds to the case where the 
disturbance is located near entrance and induces large vehicle oscillations 
as the vehicle enters the span. The amplitude of the vehicle response will 
d d on several factors such th t of the "bum "vehicle d epen as e geome ry .' p) spee ) 
and the characteristics of the vehicle suspension. The properties of the 
vehicle can be spe cified wi thin reasonable limits; however, - the specification 
of a representative bump is problematical, if at all possible, and would 
require extensive field study. Thus, the only alternative in this case is 
arbitrarily to choose a representative maximum value of force variation. The 
value recommended herein as reasonable is 0.5 W . 
v 
To be completely general, large vehicle oscillations will also be 
studied with a random value of phase angle. For certain disturbances a phase 
variation is not reasonable. For example, . when the approach pavement has 
settled below the bridge entrance, creating a sharp discontinuity, then an 
initial compression will be introduced into the vehicle suspension and the 
initial interacting force should always betaken as, say, 1.,~'5 W . 
. " , v 
3.5 Bridge-Vehicle System Characteristics 
3.5.1 Specification of a Standard Vehicle~ Since the bridge 
itself is the primary object of this investigation, the characteristics of 
the bridge relative to the vehicle should be varied so that the bridge-
vehicle parameters reflect primarily the variations of the bridge properties. 
This restriction on the variables can be accomplished by specifying a 
standard vehicle which will be used throughout' the study 0 Not'e that the 
Itstandardll ';'ehicle is not an absolute and should be modified to reflect 
future studies. 
,Based-on the survey qf vehicle data it is reasonable to take for 
the-standard vehicle the geometry, gross weight, and weight distribution of 
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the ASSHO H20-S16-44 design vehicle. The dynamic properties for each axle 
will be assumed to be identical. Quantitatively, the axle properties will 
be taken to be representative of the data in the vehicle frequency. survey. 
The characteristics of the standard vehicle are summarized as follows: 
. Weight of fron,t axle 
Weight of truck rear axle 
Weight of trailer rear axle 
Truck wheelbase 
Trailer wheel base 
For all axles: 
8,000 Ibs . 
= 3~, 000 Ibs. 
32,000 Ibs. 
= 12 ft. 
= 14-35 ft. 
Natural frequency on tires alone = 
Natural frequency on tire-spring = 
Interleaf friction force 
3.5 cps 
2.0 cps 
0.15 'Pst 
A further simplification in the standard vehicle may, be made if the 
effect of the front axle is neglected~ This simplification yields a vehicle 
having a total weight,W , of 64,000 Ibs. equally divided between two axles. 
v 
The spacing between axles, s, is considered to vary, between 14 and 3~ ft. 
For purposes of analysis, a still further simplification of the 
vehicle may be made by considering onlY,a single-axle load unit with a total 
weight of 64,000 lbs·:. and dynamic properties as given above. 
3.5.2 Dimensionless Parameters. Use of the standard vehicle 
defined above leads to a direct computation of the primary dimensionless 
bridge-vehicle parameters, namely, the frequency ratio ana- the weight ratio. 
The bridge properties used in this computation are those computed from the 
Standard Plans. Thus, the dimensionless ratios computed are, in effect, a 
normalization of the weight-frequency data already presented in Fig. 3.8. 
The dimensionless frequency and weight ratios are presented graphically, in 
a similar form in Fig. 3.13. Note that separate plots have been prepared 
based on two vehicle frequencies - one representing vibration on the tires 
alone and the other representing vibration on the combined tire-spring system. 
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Referring t,o Fig. 3013" the abscissa in these plots represents 
weight ratio and the ordinate represents frequency ratio. Note that if 
instead of considering only one vehicle" two vehicles had been considered 
running side by side" then the weight ratio values would be doubled while 
the frequency ratio values would remain the same since a constant value is 
assumed for the natural frequencies of both vehicles. This condition is 
illustrated in Fig. 3.14 for values :of CPt· . 
The other major dimensionless parameter to be considered is the 
speed parameter" a. Disregarding for the moment vehicle speed itself" the 
significant quantity which must be studied is Tb/21 0 Numerical values for 
this quantity are presented in Fig. 3.15 as a function of span length for 
the various bridge types in the Standard Plans. 'In addition to presenting 
the data for Tb/21" corresponding a values have been computed for vehicle 
speeds of 30" .40" 50" and 60 mph and are shown as separate vertical scales. 
The results in Fig. 3.15 are clearly delineated by bridge type. 
The reinforced concrete slab yields the highest values of Tb/2L and" thus" 
the highest a values; furthermore" these values may be considered constant 
with respect to span length. The steel I-beam bridges have generally lower 
values of Tb/2L" but these values increase with increasing span length. 
Prestressed concrete bridges are more uniform with respect to span length 
and the values are still lower. Lowest in magnitude are the values for 
T-beam bridges which are nearly independent of span length. 
3.5.3 Limitations of Study. In closing this discussion of the 
bridge-vehicle properties" several limitations of the study should be noted. 
The Standard Plans" on which so much emphasis has been placed" are repre-
sentative of current design practice (Circa 1956)., and do not reflect either 
the characteristics of older structures or future design trends 0 The older 
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structures are significant because the problem of review of a vibration problem 
or design ade~uacy may arise. It should be noted that future designs may well 
involve the use of lighter materials such as aluminum or the use of more 
slender and flexible structures. 
In terms of present design practice) it should be emphasized again 
that the information presented here refers to a 28 .. ft. roadway which is typical 
of two-lane structures. In present practice) wide median strips)cwide side-
walks and multiple lane structures are encountered. In general) the effect 
of the wider structure is to increase the weight of the bridge relative to 
the individual vehicle. It should be noted that for wider structures the 
possibility of several vehicles being on the span at the same instant must 
be considered. The consideration of wider structures also raises the ~uestion 
as to the adequacy of a beam theory, for representing the structure itself) 
and possibly necessitates the investigation of the transverse distribution 
of effects. This topic will be touched upon in Chapter 6'. 
The limitations of the vehicle study should also be apparent. 
A single standard vehicle has been studied) ,and while it is felt to be an 
ade~uate representation of commercial vehicles currently in use) it should be 
noted that the current trend is towards larger vehicles with both higher 
gross weight) greater length) and more axles. Furthermore) the analytical 
model used to represent the action 'of the vehicle suspension is valid only 
for a spring-type suspension. Certain revisions in the analytical model 
tJ 
are re~uired to account for the effect of air-suspension in the vehicle. 
While the foregoing comments are all to be considered as limitations 
of the study presented in this section) the effect of these limitations on the 
estimate of the maximum dynamic response of bridges will be shown to be 
relatively unimportant. 
4 .. 1 General 
IV. CHARACTERISTICS OF BRIDGE RESPONSE FOR 
CERTAIN LIMITING CONDITIONS 
In this chapter the response of the bridge is studied on the 
assumption that the reaction exerted by the vehicle has certain idealized 
forms. The reactions considered include a moving force of constantmagni-
tude and a moving alternating force of constant frequency and amplitude. 
In addition, the effect of two moving constant forces is shown. 
This information is presented in order to introduce certain 
important characteristics of the response of the bridge and in order to 
provide a convenient frame of reference for the interpretation of more 
realistic solutions. The bridge is idealized as a single uniform beam" 
s imply supported at' the ends . 
. 4.2 Solution for Single Constant Force 
4.2.1 General Solution. The deflection y(x,t) of a uniform simply 
supported beam due to a moving force P is given by the expression(16,17): 
y(x,t) (4.1) 
where n is an integer denoting the order of the natural mode of vibration 
contributing .to the response, and a is the speed parameter as defined in 
Section 2.2. For highway bridges, a is a relatively small quantity. with 
respect to unity, and the contribution of the terms in Eq. (4.1) for n > 1 
may be neglected in comparison to that for n = 1. 
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If only the term n 
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1 is cons idered:) . Eq. (4.1) reduces to: 
0; 
--- sin 2 1 - 0; 
rrx 
sin L 
The quantity 2PL3jrr4EI represents the first term series approximation to 
(4.2a) 
the maximum static deflection at midspan due to a concentrated force) P, at 
midspan. In the following treatment) this quantity will be replaced by the 
true value of the maximum midspan deflection) which will be denoted by 
(y ) . Thus, Eq. (4.2a) becomes 
st max 
y('x t) - (y) [1 sin 2rro; ..:L -~ sin 2rr .!...] sin reLx 
, - st max 2 T 2 Tb 1-0; b 1-0: 
(4. 2b) 
The static or crawl deflection at a section a distance x from the support 
at any time t is obtained from Eq. (4.2b) by taking 0; o but retaining 
t the term sin 2rro; --
Tb 
That is, 
( ) t rex = y sin 2rco; - sin 
st max Tb L 
If this equation is subtracted from both sides of Eq. (4.2b), one obtains 
the following result) 
(y) [L sin 2:n:0; ..!... - ~2 sin 2n: .!...] sin rex 
stmax 2 Tb Tb L 
-1-0; 1-0; 
(4.4) 
which defines the instantaneous value of the 1!dynamic incrementn at a section 
specified by the coordinate x. When expressed in terms of the maximum static 
deflection at that section, (Yst)max sin ~x ) this dynamic increment becomes 
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The subscript D on DI refers to deflection. 
It is important to note that Eq. (4.5) is independent of the section 
considered. In other words,when normalized in the manner described, the 
history of dynamic increment is the same for all the sections of the beam. 
Furthermore, it can be seen that the dynamic increment consists of two com-
ponents. The first component has a shape similar to the crawl curve and an 
2 2 
amplitude of a /(l-a). The second component represents a sinusoidal 
oscillation with a period equal to the fundamental natural period of the 
system and an amplitude of a/(1_a2). Thus, the curve representing the 
variation of the dynamic increment at a section oscillates about a curve 
which is proportional to the crawl curve and not about a zero base line. 
4.2.2 Comparison of the One-Term-Series Solution with Exact 
Solution. That the one-term approximation presented in Eq. (4.5) is indeed 
satisfactory is illustrated in Fig. 4.1 where the results obtained from 
Eq. (4.5) are compared with what may be considered an exact solution of the 
problem. The exact solution is in actuality the result obtained by means 
of the computer code used in this study which treates the constant force 
exactly but idealizes the beam as a member with concetrated point masses. 
Comparisons are made both for dynamic increments for deflection. at midspan 
and moment at midspan using a value of a = 0.15. It can be seen that the 
agreement between the two solutions is very good. 
4.2.3 Relation to Solutions for Spring Vehicleo. It would seem 
obvious that the solution for a moving constant force can be related directly 
to that for a moving sprung vehicle, provided that the interacting forces 
between the bridge and the vehicle remain essentially constant. Thus, to 
estimate the usefulness of the constant force solutions one must have a 
knowledge of the conditions under which the variation of the interacting 
force is likely to be small. 
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In Fig. 4.2 are shown the time histories of interacting force for 
three different sprung loads along with the corresponding dynamic increment 
histories for moment at mi4span of the beam. The following combinations of 
parameters are considered: 
= 1 R = 0.1 
0.2 R 0.1 
0.1 R 1 
In all cases a value of a = 0.15 is used. 
From the top curves in Fig. 4.2 it is seen that in all cases the 
force variation is relatively small, on the order of less than 10 percent of 
the static load. There is, however, a marked trend as the frequency ratio 
is changed. The force variation is particularly small for the small values 
of ~ which correspond to vehicles with flexible springs, and for which the 
v 
deflections of the bridge are relatively quite small·. It should also be 
noted that the magnitude of force variation is primarily dependent upon 
frequency ratio and less dependent upon weight ratio. 
From the lower part of Fig. 4.2 it can be seen that the moment 
curves for ~ = 0.1, R = 1 and ~ = 0.2, R = 0.1 are in close agreement with 
v v 
the corresponding curve obtained for the constant force solution. On the 
other hand) the curve for ~ = 1) R = 0.1 differs significantly from the other 
v 
curves, although both the peak magnitude and the details of the first two 
half-waves of all curves are quite similar. 
In summary, it can be said that the degree of correlation between 
the constant force solution and the solution for a sprung .load depends pri-
marily upon the frequency ratio. For small values of ~ the constant force 
v 
solution is app~oached regardless of the value of the weight ratio, R. 
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4.2.4 Relationship Between Dynamic Increments for Moment, Shear 
and Deflection. The bending moment at any section of the beam is ob.tained 
from Eq. (4.:4) by differentiation. In the following let Mdenote the dynamic 
moment at a section x and Mst denote the corresponding static moment. Then, 
M -EI y" 
From Eq. (4.4) we obtain 
M - M 
st 
and 
The dynamic increment for moment at section x, expressed in terms of the 
maximum static moment at that section, is 
By substituting in this equation the quantities 
, ) 
(Yst'max 
one obtains the relation 
and 
2 
J1 DT_ = - DT_ ~ 12 :0 
(M ) \- st max 
PL 
4"" 
(4.6) 
It is seen that there is a linear relationship between the dynamic 
increment for deflection and for moments. This relationship is valid for 
the instantaneous values of the dynamic increments for an arbi.trary. section 
of the beam and includes as a special case the corresponding expression 
developed by Biggs(5) for the maximum values of moment and deflection at 
midspan. 
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The dynamic increments for shear and reaction can be investigated in 
a similar fashion. B,y differentiation of Eq. (4.4) the following expression 
for the difference between the dynamic and static shears is obtained 
v - V 
st 
h · . 'th t t V -- (V t) cos ~x , one Normalizing t lS expresslon Wl respec 0 .st 
s max L 
obtains the expression 
(y st)max ~3 
- (V) EI ---3 DJU 
st max L ' 
which upon setting 
and p 
becomes 
In Fig. 4.3 dynamic increment history curves are presented for 
deflection and moment at midspan and the reaction at entrance. A single 
moving constant force with a = 0.15 is considered. From these results it 
can be seen that the relationship given by Eq. (4.6) holds true. Note, 
however, that in the case of reaction a sizeable contribution due to the 
second mode occurs. This fact suggests that Eq. (4.7) must be used with 
care. 
Equations (4.6) and (4.7) are important because they allow a single 
response quantity, say moment, to be related to others of interest, deflection 
and shear. However, care should be exercised in applying these equations to 
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the case of more than one force or the case·of a sprung vehicle. For a 
generalized treatment of these relationships the reader is referred to 
Section 25 of Ref. 1. 
4.2.5 Effect of Speed Parameter. For the constant force solution 
developed in the preceding sections, the effect of the speed parameter, a, 
on the maximum value of the response may be expressed in a relatively. simple 
form. 
From E~ 0 (4.5) an upper bound to the maximum value of DID is 
obtained by taking the sum of the absolute values cjf the individual terms. 
The approach yields 
Dr 
:D,max (408) 
The maximum values of dynamic increments for moment and shear can then be 
obtained from E~s. (4.6) and (4.7) as 
DT_ . 
£4 ,max 
DI V,max (4.10 ) 
These simple formulas are extremely useful in estimating the general level 
of response due to a smoothly moving vehicle. 
The information presented above does not, of course, give any 
indication of the time or position on the span at which the maximum response 
occurs. This, too, may. be estimated by noting that the major oscillations 
in the time histories of dynamic increment have a period of Tbo In terms of 
the position coordinate, x, this time corresponds to an increment 6x given 
by the expression 
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In the response curve, the first half-wave of oscillation is 
always negative and has a length 6xl /L = a. Thus, the first maximum value 
of the oscillations is located at a value of 
The successive positive peaks will occur at values of 3/2 0:, 7/2::0:, etc. For 
the first maximum to occur at midspan of the beam, x/L = 0.5, the value of 
0: must be 
0·5 0: = .3/2 = 0·33 
This value of 0: is well above the usual practical range. The second positive 
maximum will occur at midspan for 
0·5 4 
a = 7/2 = 0.1 
This value is within the range. 
The effect of 0: may be seen from Fig. 4.4 where the dynamic incre-
ment history curves for moment are presented for values of 0: = 0.15, 0.16 and 
0.18. Note the effect of a change in 0: first on the magnitude of the response 
and then on the phase or location of the peaks. From the discussion presented, 
it follows that changing 0: by an amount 6a is the same as changing the scale 
of the axis by an amount 6a/0:. Following the analogy presented in Section 18.1 
of Ref. 1, if the dynamic increment curve for 0: = 0.15 is considered to be an 
elastic spring fixed at the left end, then the curve for 0: = 0.16 may be 
obtained by displacing the right end of the spring to the right by an amount 
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equal to ro/a times the projected length of the spring and increasing the 
amplitude of the waves by an amount 
2 
:rr 
12 
The latter follows from Eq. (4.9). 
4.2.6 Effect of Damping. Although neglected in the above dis-
cussion) the effect of viscous damping in the bridge may, be included in the 
analysis. The damping forces will be assumed to be uniformly distributed 
along the span and to be proportional to the absolute velocity of the beam. 
Obtaining the solution in the form of a Fourier series) and then considering 
only the first term) one obtains the following expression for the dynamic 
increment for deflection: 
t {. -(3 2!l -
[ 2~ ex cos ~ 1 _ (32 t DI = e Tb 2:rr D Tb 
- (1-a2 ) + 4(32a2 
2 2 Sin~1-(32 a - ~l-a L + 2~ 2!l ~ ] + 
(1-a2 )2 + 4(32a2 2 Tb ,1-(3 
2(3 a 2 t}.:rrx cos :rr a - Sln -, -
Tb L (4.11) 
where (3 is the percent of critical damping based on the fundamental mode. 
For small values of (3) this expression can greatly be simplified 
by taking ~1_(32 ~ 1 and considering the terms f3a and (f3a)2 to be negligible 
in comparison to unity. On this basis) one obtains the expression 
" 
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t 
[ ci 
-{3 2:rc -
DJTI sin 2:rc ex t ex 
e Tb 
sin 2rr ~J sin 1tx (4.12) 
-1_ex2 Tb l-a2 Tb L 
which is identical to Eq. (4.5), except that the component having the period 
of the bridge is multiplied by the exponentially decaying factor e-2 :rc {3 t/Tb 
Note that no decay appears on the ~rawl component. 
Some numerical solutions illustrating the effect of damping are 
presented in Fig. 4.5. The speed parameter is taken as ex = 0.15. Note that 
damping has the greatest effect on the oscillations on the latter part of 
the span. This implies that damping will increase in relative importance 
with decreasing values of ex. 
4.3 Solution for Two Constant Forces 
4.3.1 General Solution. A more realistic approximation to a 
vehicle is obtained by means of two moving constant forces instead of a 
single force. Let s denote the spacing of the forces and W~2 the magni-
tude of each force. In investigating the effect of such a loading, .one must 
distinguish the following eras of response: 
(1) 
(2) 
when the leading force is on the span, that is, 0 < ~ < ~ ~ 
Tb L ax 
I S +. 1 
when both forces are on the span, that is, =- - < -~- < --. 
ax L Tb 2a 
when only the trailing force is on the span, that is, 
~ < ~ < (l+s/L) ~ 
2a Tb CY-
For each of the eras the results for the qynamic increment for 
deflection and moment may be written as follows: 
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W L3 
2 . v . nx 
y - Y st = 'l+ ~ Q Sln L 
xc 
2 WL 
M M n: v Q . nx 
- st = 12 4 Sln L 
(4.13) 
Note that the increments are expressed in absolute terms rather than being 
normalized as in Section 4.2.1. Only one term in the series solution is 
considered. 
The values of the i'actor Q in Eqs. (4.13) for the various eras of 
response are as follows:. Note that p = n(8/1). 
For era (1): 
~ r _.2 _ . l 
..L I LX • 2 t Li "GJ Ql = '2 -1-a2 Sln net ~ - l-a2 sin 2n Tb (4.14 ) 
For era (2): 
(4.15) 
For era (3): 
sin 
The response for era (1) is obtained from ECl' (4.2a) by replacing 
the force P by W /2. The response for era (2) is obtained by superimposing on 
v 
the expression for the first era a similar expression with P = W /2 but w.ith 
v 
/ 
Is 
a modified time coordinate tr/Tb = t Tb - ~ L . Finally, the response for 
era (3) is obtained from the single force solution by considering as initial 
conditions the values of y(x,t) and y(x,t) from Eqs. (4.13) and (4.15) 
1 
evaluated at t/Tb = 2a . 
Note that the first term in Egs. (4.14), (4.15) and (4.16) repre-
sents the one-term series approximation to the crawl curve. In other words, 
the response for each era consists of: (1) a component having the shape of 
the crawl curve and a maximum amplitude of a 2/(1-a2 ), and (2). a series of 
sinusoidal components of amplitude (a/2)/(1-a2) and period equal to the 
fundamental period of vibration of the bridge. For each successive era a 
new sinusoidal component is added with its origin at a tiffie corresponding to 
the start of the era. 
The maximum possible values of Q for each of the three eras of 
response are as follows: 
Ql,max 
1 a 
2 1 - a 
Q2,max 
a 
1 - a 
Q3,max 
a ~+ 3 (4.17) = 1 
- a ~+ 2 
The maximum for era (1) is obviously the same as for a single force case. 
The maximum for era (2) is the same as would be given for a single force of 
magnitude W. The conditions necessary to obtain a maximum in era (2) are 
v 
as follows: 
where j 3,5,7· ... 
and 
t rt s 
2rc. Tb - a 21 = 
or 
1 s 
ex L = 2n 
i rc 
2 
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where· i = 3,5,7 .... 
(4.18) 
where n 1,2,3· ... This condition, of course, is satisfied in general 
when s O. 
The maximum response for era (3) is larger than for either of the 
other eras. However, it should be noted that this increment must be added 
to the crawl ordinate to yield the total response, and that for s/1 S 0.5 
the maximum combination occurs during era (2). 
4.3.2 Effect of Axle Spacing and Speed. In Fig. 4.6 are given 
time histories of dynamic increment for moment at midspan for·values of s/1 
between zero and 0.5 in increments of 0.1. The speed parameter is taken as 
a = 0.2. These solutions were obtained with the aid of the computer program, 
using three mass concentrations, and correspond closely to the one term 
approximation given in the preceding section. 
It can be seen that the maximum amplitudes of response occur for 
the case of a single force (s/L = O)and also when s/L = 0.4, that is, when 
(s/1)/a = 2. In the latter case the components of the response induced by 
the individual forces are in phase with one another and the total response is 
twice that produced by a force of magnitude W /2, or equal to that due to a 
v 
single force of magnitude W. For s/1 = 0.2, that is, when (s/1)/a = 1, 
v 
the oscillatory components of the response corresponding to the fundamental 
mode of vibration are 180 degrees out of pJ::lase and cancel each othe.r. In this 
case, the remaining component has the shape of the crawl curve with a high 
frequency oscillation superimposed on it. The latter is attributed to the 
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contribution of the third natural mode of vibration of the beam. For the 
remaining values of slL the peak amplitudes of the response are intermediate 
between those for slL = 0.2 and 0.4. 
Similar results are observed for the moments at other sections 
along the span. In Fig. 4.7 results for the moments at the first quarter 
point are presented for a = 0.2. As for the response at midspan, cancellation 
in effects occurs at slL = 0 .:2. A. striking difference :is. :.not.ed in· the.·. 
existence of a high frequency component of high amplitude. The frequency of 
this component, which can most readily be seen in the curve for s/L = 0.2, 
corresponds to that of the second natural mode of vibration of the bridge. 
Since this mode is represented by a full sine curve, it exhibits its maximum 
contribution at the quarter points and has no effect at midspan. 
The relation between slL and a and the bridge response is also 
shown in Fig. 4.8 in the form of response spectra. The peak dynamic incre-
ments expressed in terms of W L are plotted as a function of slL for two 
v 
values of a. Note that a reduction in a has two effects. First, the ampli-
tude of the response.is reduced in almost direct proportion to the reduction 
in a) and) second) more waves appear in the spectrum curve. The larger 
number of waves is due to the larger number of maxima and minima possible 
within the prescribed slL range) as indicated by the relation (s/L)/a = 2n. 
In these solutions the response was evaluated only for the time the vehicle 
was on the span. It is important to note that the magnitude of the peak 
dynamic increment for a single force (i.e.) slL = 0) is equal to the absolute 
maximum value of the curves in Fig. 4.8. 
4.4 Solution for a Moving Alternating Force 
4.4.1 General Solution. Since the forces exerted by a vehicle as 
it moves across the span do not remain constant) it is instructive to 
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investigate the effect of a moving force of variable intensity. Thus, the 
study of even a simple moving time-dependent force is of value. 
Consider a periodic force of the form 
p(t) = Wv [1 - C cos 2rr TtJ 
v 
moving across the span at a constant speed. In this expression C denotes the 
amplitude of the force variation and T its period. The latter quantity is 
v 
assumed to be equal to the natural period of the vehicle. The effect of this 
force may be evaluated by superimposing on·ithe solution for, a moving constant 
force W presented in Section 4.2.1" the solution for a moving alternating 
v 
force W C cos P t which is also available in the literature (Ref. 16). The 
v v 
solution for the latter case may. be written as 
2C W sin (a+ep ) Tt sin (a-cp ) ..!.. v Tb 
y(x"t) v 1 [ v b 
= -rr4~E-I- 2" - 1 _ (cp -ra)2 + 
v 
sin 
Or in the form 
y(x,t) 
D 2 t. t D· + 2 cos rra ~ Sln 21t T - a 3 Sln 
b v 
where 
sin rr ~ L 
x 
sin rr L 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
1 _ (cp2 + a2 ) 
v 
2acp 
v 
1 _ (cp2 _ a 2 ) 
v 
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The complete solution is obtained by, adding Eqs. (4.4) and (4.21). 
The dynamic increment for deflection, normalized with respect to 
• 1('X (y ) sln'--L may be written as st max 
DID = [ (1,2 2 sin 2na .!.. 
-1 - a Tb 
a t t t 2 sin 2rr --. - C D sin 2rra -- cos 2rr ----
1 _ a Tb 1 Tb Tv 
CD 2 t . 2 t CD' 
- 2 cos rra ~ Sln rr ~ + a 3 Sln 
b v 
(4.22) 
The first two terms in this equation represent, of course, the 
contribution of the constant force. The third term which has the period of 
the alternating force and a variable amplitude attains a maximum valu~ w.hen 
its maximum value at midspan, i. e., when t -1 and the load attains cos 2rr - = T 
t v 
sin 2rra - = 1. The fourth term has no contribution when the load is at 
Tb 
midspan. Because of this the maximum effect at midspan does not necessarily 
occur when the force attains its maximum value at midspan. Finally, the fifth 
term represents the component of response having the bridge fre~uency that is 
excited by the alternating force. 
The corresponding result for moment may be obtained by mak~ng use 
of the relation derived previously 
D~ 
4.4.2 Relative Significance of Parameters. The major parameters 
involved in the solution for the alternating force are ~v' 0 and the amplitude 
of the alternating force, C = 6P/W. The effect of C is straightforward, the 
v 
amplitude of the respons.e being linearly proportional to C. The interrelation 
between ~ and 0, and in particular the effect of ~itself, is discussed 
v v 
below. 
The manner in which the response is affected by variations in ~ 
v 
-and 0 may be studied by considering the numerical values of the coefficients 
Dl , D2 and D3 in E~. (4.22). The numerical values of Dl , D2 and D3 corre-
sponding to a value of 0 = 0.1 are given in Fig. 4.9 for a range of ~v from 
0.1 to 1.1. The most striking feature of these results are the infinite 
values obtained at ~ = 0.9 and 1.1. These singularities are due to the 
v 
terms [1 - (~ + 0)2] in the denominator of the expression for Do Since a 
v-
sprung vehicle with a value of ~ in the range of 1 + 0 is known to have a 
v 
finite and perhaps a moderate response, a good correlation with the alter-
nating force solution is not expected in this fre~uency range. 
Note also from the results in Fig. 4.9 that for values of ~ < 0.5, 
v 
or what may be denoted as a "low" fre~uency region, the value of D2 becomes 
relatively small compared to Dl andD3 · Study of Eq. (4.22) shows when D2 
is small, then the term Dl dominates and thus the condition of "bottoming" 
at midspan, noted in the previous section, yields a peak response. 
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For the low frequency region the effect of a has been investigated 
for ~ = 0.5 with a varied from 0.1 to 0.2. These results are summarized 
v 
in Fig. 4.10. Here it is seen that the effect of a is relatively small 
and is nearly linear. 
v 0 GENERAL· SWDY OF THE PARAMETERS 
5.1 Introduction 
In this study of the effect of the various parameters that influence 
the response of highway bridges, primary emphasis will be placed on the effects 
produced by a single two-axle vehicle. The static reactions on each axle will 
be assumed to be the same. This is admittedly an approximate representation 
of an actual vehicle; however, it is a much better representation than the 
single-axle idealization used in most previous studies 0 
Inasmuch as consideration of a two-axle loading significantly 
increases the complexity of this study, it will also be desirable to study 
the relation between the two-axle and the single-axle representations, and 
where possible to use the latter for the sake of simplicity 0 
In the following sections it will be seen that the respons~ of the 
bridge to a smoothly moving vehicle is markedly simpler than for a vehicle 
with initial oscillation. In the latter case it is necessary to establish 
the sensitivity of the bridge response to the phase relation between the 
motions of the vehicle axles at the time that the vehicle enters the spano 
Of course, this parameter is not of interest from the point of view of designj 
as in practice it cannot be controlled and should ultimately be eliminated 
from the analysis. 
Consideration will first be given to the response produced by a 
smoothly moving vehicle, with the discussion moving from the two-axle to the 
single-axle case. The single-axle solutions will be used primarily to 
illustrate the effects of weight ratio, fre~uency ratio, and vehicle speed. 
A similar discussion will then be presented for an initially oscillating 
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vehicle. In this connection, the effects of phase angle of initial oscilla-
tion will be studied to determine whether this parameter can be standardized 
in some way. It will be seen that the axle spacing, vehicle speed, amplitude 
of initial oscillation, and the amount of initial frictional force in the 
suspension are interrelated, and that it is this interrelation that forms the 
heart of the problem. 
The data presented in this section are not sufficiently extensive 
to permit a direct application or extrapolation of these solutions to other 
similar problems. To use these data in a practical sense, an interpretation 
must be made in the light of requirements for design useage. This latter 
subject is discussed in Chapter 7. 
5.2 Two-Axle Smoothly Moving Vehicle 
5.2.1 Effect of Axle Spacing and Speed. In Figs. 5.1 through 5.3b 
are presented time histories of response for two-axle vehicles with different 
axle spacings and three values of frequency ratio, cp = 0.2, 0.6 and 1.4. In 
v 
all cases the weight ratio R = 0.2 and the speed parameter a: = 0.2. For 
cp = 0.2 plots of the interacting: .force histories are omitted because the 
v 
variations are less than 2 percent. For cp = 0.6 and 1.4 the interacting 
v 
force histories are presented, respectively, in Figs. 5.2a and 5.3a; in 
Figs. 5.2b and 5.3b the corresponding dynamic increment histories for midspan 
moment are given. 
It can be seen that for cp = 0.2 the curves for dynamic increment 
v 
for moment are quite similar to those presented in Fig. 4.6 for two constant 
forces. This result is consistent with the fact that the interacting forces 
are also quite small in this case. Note in particular that, as in the case of 
two constant forces, there is almost complete cancellation of the component 
effects produced by the individual axles when s/L = 0.2, that is when (s/L)/a: = 1. 
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The cancellation of effects is not as complete for the other two values of ~ . 
v 
The latter conclusion ~ consistent with the build-up in the interacting 
forces for ~ . = 0~6 and 1.4. 
v 
As in the case of two constant forces, the quantity (s/L)/a is the 
parameter that governs the cancellation and addition of the response components. 
While this fact is apparent from the history curves, a better overall view of 
this effect, together with the influence of the weight and frequency ratios, 
may be obtained from the spectrum curves for maximum response. Such curves 
are presented in Figs. 5.4a through 5.5b where the peak values of the inter-
acting forces and of the dynamic increments for moment have been plotted as a 
function of the axle spacings, s/L, fora constant value of a = 0.200 
In Fig. 504a are presented the peak yalues of the interacting forces 
for four values of the frequency ratio. In the top part of Fig. 5.4b are 
given the corresponding maximum values of dynamic increment for moment, 
expressed in terms of W L. Also included in this figure for reference is the 
v 
corresponding solution for a moving constant force. For all these data 
R = 0.2. In the lower part of the figure are given the corresponding values 
of the maximum dynamic moment expressed in terms of the corresponding maximum 
static moment. In other words, the latter quantities may also be interpreted 
as maximum amplification factors for moment. 
The following conclusions may be drawn from the plots at the top of 
Fig. 5.4b concerning the relation of the effects produced by a sprung vehicle 
and by a constant force, and the effect of the frequency ratio. 
(1) The addition and cancellation of component effects can be 
correlated with the quantity (s/L)/a. A zero or even integer v~lue of the 
latter quantity in most cases gives a maximum whereas an odd integer value 
gives a minimum. The degree of reinforcement or cancellation of component 
effects depends also upon the frequency ratio. 
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(2) The magnitude of the response corresponding to (s/L)/a = 2 
is on the order of that predicted by the corresponding constant force solution. 
On the other hand, for the small values of s/L and a certain critical value 
of ~ estimated for these solutions to be on the order of 0.6, the response 
v 
for s/L = 0 is considerably greater than that obtained from the constant 
force solution. Finally, when ~v = 1 the response is somewhat lower than for 
the constant force case for all values of s/L for which peaks would otherwise 
be expected. 
For values of ~ on the order of 0.2 and lower, the response 
v 
for the sprung vehicle approaches that due to the moving forces. 
(4 ) For a given combination of R and ~ , the dynamic increment 
v 
corresponding to s/L = 0 is generally a good or conservative representation 
of the absolute maximum response for values of s/L f O. 
In section 4.2.5 it was shown that for a single constant force and 
a value of a = 0.2 the location of the "waves ll in the time history of dynamic 
increment for moment are such that a maximum positive increment cannot combine 
with the maximum static effect. This result is, of course, reflected in the 
data presented in the lower part of Fig. 5.4b for values of s/L less than 
about 0.1. Thus, the large dynamic increments corresponding to ~ = 0.6 with 
v 
s/L < 001 are not as critical as the smaller values of increment at the larger 
values of s/L for which there is a flat region in the static influence line. 
It should also be noted that another factor contributing to the upward trend 
in the amplification factors, M /M t' as s/L increases is the decrease in 
max s 
the denominator M t = W L/4(1-s/L). Finally, note that the overall spread in 
s v 
the results due to variations in the frequency ratio is reduced when the 
response is expressed in the form of amplification factors. 
In Figs. 5.5a and 5.5b are presented spectra for peak interacting 
forces and peak dynamic increments for moment for a higher value of the weight 
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ra tio, R = 0.5, us ing two values of cp. The resul t.s for cp =.1 are compared 
v .. . v 
with those for the value of R = 0.2 considered previously. It can be seen 
from these data that the response for R = 0.5 is larger, and that the constant 
force solutions form a lower bound to the data. 
5.2.2 Effect of pynamic Index. For the data presented so far, the 
dynamic index of the vehicle, i, was taken e~ual to unity. As a conse~uence 
the motions of the individual axles were uncoupled. This condition would be 
valid only if the cargo was placed directly over the axles and the weight of 
the trailer itself was negligible. Although the practical range of the dynamic 
index has not been fully determined, it is desirable to investigate the 
sensitivity of the response to variations in this parameter over a broad range. 
To this end, numerical solutions were obtained for five values of i 
in the range between 0.5 and 2, and the following combinations of Rand cp : 
v 
(a) A value of R = 0.2 combined with cp = 1. 
v 
(b) A value of R 1 combined with cp = 0.6. 
v 
In the latter case the interacting forces are ~uite large and the effect of i 
would be expected to be the most pronounced. For both cases slL = 0.4 and 
a = 0.2. The maximum values of the interacting forces, of the dynamic incre-
ments for moments and deflections:; and of the maximum moments and maximum 
deflections are summarized in Table 5.1. 
From these results it is seen that the maximum response of the 
bridge-vehicle system is insensitive to variations in the value of i, and that 
as a conse~uence the latter ~uantity may be assigned a fixed value. Unless 
otherwise noted, the value of i will be taken as unity. It should be 
emphasized that this conclusion. is drawn only for the case of a smoothly moving 
vehicle. 
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5.3 Single-Axle Smoothly Moving Vehicle 
5.3.1 General. In this section the single-axle representation of 
the vehicle is used to study the effects of the speed parameter, the weight 
ratio, and the fre~uency ratio. 
Before considering the effects of th~se parameters in detail, it 
is desirable to review some characteristics of the bridge response which were 
previously seen for a moving constant force but which are also applicable in 
the case of a moving sprung load. Consider Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 which show 
history curves for dynamic increments for moment at the ~uarter point, midspan, 
and three-~uarter point of the beam. Two sets of bridge-vehicle parameters 
are used as identified on the figures. For each curve the ordinates are 
expressed in terms of the maximum static moment for the section under 
consideration. 
Note first that the major features of the dynamic increment curves 
are identical, the period of the prtffiary or dominant wave being e~ual to the 
fundamental natural period of the bridge. Supertffiposed on the primary 
component there is a high-fre~uency component and also a component proportional 
to the interacting force variation. The latter component is most pronounced 
for the value of R = 1 considered in Fig. 5.7 for which there is a significant 
increase in the interacting force when the load is in the second half of the 
span. This increase can be seen in Fig. 5.10. 
The high~fre~uency component is most prominent in the moment curves 
for the ~uarter-points, and has a period corresponding to the second natural 
period of vibration of the bridge. It will be remembered that the second 
natural mode has its maxtffium ordinates at the ~uarter~points and a node point 
at midspan. Accordingly,it has its maxtffium effect at the ~uarter-points and 
does not influence the response at midspan. On the other hand, the contribution 
of the third natural mode appears to be negligibly small in comparison to 
that of the first and second modes. The rather significant influence of 
the second mode in Fig. 5.7 is a consequence of the large interacting force 
variations shown in Fig. 5.10. 
5.3.2 Effect of the Speed Parameter. In Figs. 5.8 and 5.9 are 
shown histories of dynamic increment for 'moment at midspan for values of a 
in the range between 0.10 and 0.18 for two different combinations of Rand cr
v
'. 
Typical of the effect of speed is the trend seen in Fig. 5.8. Note 
that as Ct increases both the amplitudes and lengths of the oscillations in 
the curve increase. This trend is similar to that noted in Section 4.2.5 
for a moving constant force. 
A more specialized form of behavior is seen in the results presented 
in Fig. 5.9. In this figure only the first negative and first positive half-
waves are shifted and increased in amplitude with increasing value of Ct. For 
the remaining waves the situation becomes more complicated, and the general 
appearance of the curves suggests that a "beating" phenomenon is taking place. 
Because of the fact that CPv = 1, there appears to exist a ITvibration absorber 
effect" between the vehicle and the bridge. 
The relation of Ct to the magnitude of the maximum response of the 
bridge cannot be considered independently of the effects of the weight ratio 
and the frequency ratio. For this reason the discussion of the relationship 
is'deferred until after the next section. 
5.3.3 Effect of Weight and Frequency Ratio. Consideration is 
first given to the manner in which the weight ratio R influences the ttme 
histories of response. In Fig. 5.10 are shown histories of the interacting 
force for three values of R and values of cp = 0.5 and Ct = 0.18. The corre-
v 
sponding curves for dynamic increments of moment at midspan of the bridge are 
given in Fig. 5.11. 
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Study of Fig. 5.10 shows that the maximum value of the interacting 
force increases in almost direct proportion to the weight ratio. On the 
other hand, as can be seen from Fig. 5.11, the bridge response is consider-
ably less sensitive to variations in the weight ratio. Included also in the 
latter figure is the corresponding solution for a moving constant force (the 
dotted curve). Note that as the weight ratio is reduced, curves for the 
sprung load approach the moving force solution. This trend is, of course, 
consistent with the decreasing variation in the interacting force. 
In Figs. 5.12 and 5.13 similar data are presented for a value a = 0.1. 
The general trend of these curves is essentially the same as for the preceeding 
two curves, except that the picture is complicated somewhat by the larger 
number of oscillations present. 
The effect of frequency ratio on the history curves of interacting 
force and dynamic increment for midspan moment is illustrated in Figs. 5.14 
through 5.17. Data are presented for values of CPv ranging from 0.,3 to 1.2 
with R = 0.5 and values of a = 0.1 and 0.18. 
It can generally be said that whereas the detailed features of the 
interacting forces are quite sensitive to variations in the frequency ratio, 
the peak values of the forces are affected toa slight extent, although, the 
following trends can be noted. The minimum force variation occurs for the 
lowest value of cp = 0.3. In this case the suspension system of the vehicle 
v 
is flexible in comparison to the bridge and it can experience appreciable 
deflections with relatively small variations in the interacting force. 
On the other hand, the maximum force variation occurs for values 
of ~ equal to or close to unity, that is, when the natural frequency of the 
v 
vehicle and the bridge are close to one another. This result is attributed 
to the socalled ITvibration absorberfl effect which tends to increase the motion 
of the vehicle but reduce the motion of the bridge itself. 
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The reduced magnitude of the bridge response for ~ = 1 can be 
v 
seen for the cases in Figse 5.15 and 5.17. It should also be noted that the 
solutions for'~ = 0.3 approach those for a moving constant force and that 
v 
the absolute maximum magnitude of response for a = 0.2 occurs for values of 
~ between 0.5 and 0.7. 
v 
5.3.4 Interrelation Between Speed, Frequency Ratio and Weight Ratio. 
The effect of the problem parameters on the details of the history curves is 
of secondary importance. The information of greatest interest is the level 
of the maximum response attained under specific conditions. This information 
can most effectively be presented in the form of spectrum curves. 
Numerical solutions have been obtained for several combinations of 
weight and frequency ratio and several values of a between 0.1 and 0.2. From 
these results the maximum dynamic increments formo~ent at midspan while the 
vehicle is on the central half of the span were determined and plotted as a 
function of a. These results are presented in Figs. 5.18 through 5.20 as 
follows: 
(a) In Fig. 5·18; R .- 0.2 with ~ and a as variables. v 
(b) In Fig. 5·19; ~v = 1 with R and 0: as variables. 
(c) In Fig. 5·20; ~v = 0.5 with R and a as variables. 
It can be seen that in general the amplitude of the peak response 
increases with increasing values of the speed parameter, a, and the weight 
ratio, R. The frequency ratio is more complicated in its effect, but on the 
basis of the results presented the value of ~ which maximizes the response 
v 
appears to be on the order of about ~ = 0.5. 
v 
A more detailed spectrum illustrating the effect of frequency ratio 
is presented in Fig. 5.21 for the specific value of a = 0.20. Here the maximum 
values of both interacting force and dynamic increment for midspan moment are 
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plotted as a function of'~ for several values of R. The horizontal dashed 
v 
line in the plot of dynamic increments corresponds to the ievel predicted 
by the constant force solution. These results indicate" that, irrespective 
of the value of the weight ratio, the solution for a sprung vehicle may be 
very closely approximated by the constant force solution if the frequency 
ratio of the system is fairly small. It is further concluded that the peak 
value of the force is substantially more sensitive to variations in the weight 
ratio than is the corresponding value of dynamic increment for midspan moment. 
Note that in the worst case (R = I and ~ = 0.6), the maximum moment increment 
v 
is only twice as great as that obtained by the constant force solution. The 
"vibration absorber" effect referred to previously is most apparent for a 
value of R = 0.2 for which when ~ = I the interacting force attains the 
v 
maximum value whereas the magnitude of the bridge response is comparatively 
low. 
5.3.5 Summary of Major Trends. The most significant effects of 
the various parameters considered can be summarized as follows: 
(a) Other things being equal, the maximum values of both the 
interacting force and of the dynamic increments in the 
bridge increase uniformly with increasing value of the 
speed parameter, o. 
(b) Other things being equal, the maximum value of both the 
interacting force and of the dynamic increments in the 
bridge increase with increasing weight ratio, R. 
(c) For a given weight ratio and a frequency ratio on the order 
of 0.3 or less, the response of the bridge will for all 
practical purposes be equal to that give~by the constant 
force solution. 
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It should be noted that for simplicity, the effect of the interleaf 
friction in the suspension system of the vehicle has not be considered in. 
the material presented thus far. Its inclusion would serve to reduce slightly 
the maximum value of the interacting force and to decrease the effective 
frequency of the vehicle for the interval that the suspension spring engageq .. 
However, based on the information presented in Fig. 5.21, the effect of these 
changes on the maximum response of the bridge is expected to be small. 
5.4 Two-Axle Vehicle with Small Initial Oscillation 
5.4.1 General. The assumption in the previous section of a smoothly 
moving vehicle without initial oscillation was largely one of convenience. In 
reality the vehicle usually enters the·span with some amount of initial 
vertical motion. This section is devoted to a study of the dynamic effects 
induced by a two-axle initially oscillating vehicle. 
For the reasons explained in Chapter 3, the vehicle will first be 
assumed to have an initial steady-state oscillation with an amplitude corre-
sponding to a force variation of 15 percent of the static axle load. The 
static reaction on each axle wrl..ll be considered to be one-half the total 
vehicle weight and the dynamic index of the vehicle, i, will be taken as unity; 
that is, the motions of the individual axles will be assumed to be uncoupled. 
Let Pl and P2 denote the forces exerted by the first and second 
axles, respectively. Before the vehicle enters onto the span, these forces 
are given by the expressions 
Pl(t) 1 [1 + 0.15 cos(p t - e)] =-w 2 v v (5.1) 
P2(t) 
1 [1 + 0.15 cos(p t {e -6e})] =-w 2 v v 
where p is the circular natural frequency of the vehicle axle, t is the time 
v 
measured with respect to the instant that the first axle enters the span, and 
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8 and 68 are arbitrary phase angles. It should be noted that the first of 
these equations is valid only for negative values of t, whereas the second 
is valid only for values of t < s/v. The quantity 8 will be referred to as 
the phase of the first axle, and 68 will be referred to as the phase difference 
between the axles. 
5.4.2 Effect of Phase. In this section the response of several 
bridge-vehicle systems is investigated for several combinations of the phase 
angles e and 68. 
(a) Axles in Phase. In Fig. 5.22 are given the time histories of 
the interacting forces, Pl and P2 , for an initially oscillating two-axle 
vehicle for four values of the phase angle 8. The initial motion of the two 
axles is considered to be in phase, i.e., 68 0, and the initial amplitude 
of the force variation is taken as 0.15 Pst' as previously noted. The 
suspension springs are considered to be locked so that each axle oscillates 
on its tires only. The remaining problem parameters are identified on the 
figure. 
It can be seen from this figure that the variation of the inter-
acting forces is essentially sinusoidal and that the two axles, which start 
in phase, remain in phase throughout. Finally, it should be noted that the 
absolute maximum force variation is only slightly greater than the initial 
value. 
The corresponding dynamic increment histories for midspan moment 
are given in Fig. 5.23. It can clearly be seen that these curves are made 
up of two components, an oscillatory component with a frequency equal to the 
fundamental frequency of the bridge and a component that is proportional to 
the interacting force variation. When studying these results it should be 
remembered that the flat portion of the static history curve, to which the 
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dynamic increments must be added to obtain the total va~ue of the response, 
occurs between values of vt2/L = 0.1 and 0.5. 
In Figs. 5.24a through 5.25c are presented results similar to those 
given in the preceding figures, but for ~ = 0.7, R = 0.2, and a = 0.15. In 
v 
this case a total of twelve values of 8 was usedo 
(b) Phase Difference Between Axles. Without further study weare 
not justified in assuming that the in-phase condition of the axles is the 
only one of practical interest. For two forces P and CP crawling across the 
span at a spacing, s, it can be shown that the maximum static moment at mid-
span is obtained when C = +1, that is when the forces are exactly "in phase." 
The purpose of the following discussion is to investigate whether the same 
result is also valid under dynamic conditions. 
Since the maximum values of the response are of greater practical 
importance than the detailed histories, the results of this study will be 
summarized mainly in the form of spectrum curves. However, a typical set of 
response histories is also included in Figs. 5.26 and 5.27. Note that the 
phase difference between axles, 68, is taken as 1200 . The response quantity 
to be considered in the spectrum plots will be the maximum dynamic moment at 
midspan expressed in terms of the corresponding static moment. Since the 
maximum dynamic moment at midspan usually occurs in the region where the 
influence line for the corresponding static moment has a constant value,; one 
may write 
Dl _ - (M 1M . ) - 1 ~ - max st 
The quantity D~ may also be interpreted as the impact factor. 
Three spectra for M 1M t are shown in Fig. 5.28, each of which 
max s 
corresponds to a particular bridge-vehicle combination. In all cases the 
axle spacing is slL = 0.4. The remaining problem parameters are identified 
on the figure. For the computation of each curve a total of twelve values 
of 8 was used) employing an increment in 8 of 300 from 8 = 0 to 8 = 3600 • 
Thus the curves in Fig. 5.28 are the result of 108 solutions. 
It is apparent from these results that in the in-phase condition) 
68 = 0) does indeed give the absolute maximum dynamic effects for each of the 
bridge-vehicle systems studied. Note) however) that if 8 had not been 
retained as a variable it would have been possible to choose a value of e for 
which the absolute maximum effect would correspond to either ~8 = 1200 or to 
6.8 = 600 • 
In the following table are summarized the maximum and average values 
of the spectra presented in Fig. 5.28. The average value corresponds to the 
arithmetic mean of the twelve solutions used to define each curve. 
Phase Angle Value of M 1M t 
Case Between Axles max s 
68 Maximum Average 
a 0 1.417 1.362 
60 1·365 1·329 
120 1·342 1.346 
b 0 1·383 1·303 
60 1·331 1.259 
120 1·309 1.244 
c 0 1·304 1.215 
60 1.273 1.191 
120 1.214 1.161 
It can clearly be seen from this table that the peak values of 
response in each case correspond to the condition 68 = O. It further can be 
seen that the magnitude of the peak response decreases as one moves from 
case a to case c. This decrease is attributed primarily to the decrease in 
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the value of the speed parameter. Other things being equal, the change in 
the frequency ratio between cases a and b would tend to increase the response, 
whereas the corresponding change between cases band c would tend to decrease 
the response. These statements are based on the results presented in 
Section 5.3.4. 
In summary, it can be said that the angle e in Eq. 5.1 which 
represents the phase of the vehicle motion as .the vehicle enters the bridge 
is indeed a significant parameter that cannot be standardized to a single 
value since the value of e corresponding to the absolute maximum response 
cannot be predicted. On the other hand, the results presented suggest that 
the in-phase condition for the motion of the individual axles leads to the 
absolute maximum response. Therefore, for design purposes the phase 
difference, ~e, may be standardized as ~e = o. 
5.4.3 Effect of Axle Spacing. In the preceding section a fixed 
value of axle spacing was considered, mainly for economy in number of 
solutions. It is thus desirable to know whether changes in axle spacing 
will significantly alter the results. For the data tabulated in the 
preceding section, cases a and c correspond to critical values of the 
parameter (s/L)/a (i.e. values of 4 and 2, respectively) and on the basis 
of the results presented in Section 5.2.1, one would expect a reduction in 
the level of response if the spacing were changed 0 On the other hand, case b 
corresponds to a value of (s/L)/a = 2.67 and an increase in response would be 
expected if the axle spacing were reduced so that the parameter (s/L)/a 
were closer to 2. 
In Fig. 5.29 the results for case b corresponding to a value of 
s/L = 0.4 are compared with those for s/L = 0.3 {i.e. a value of (s/L)/a 2). 
The maximum and average value of the response are also summarized in the 
following table. 
Value of M/M
st Value of 
s/L Maximum Average 
0.4 1.383 1·303 
0·3 1.403 1·342 
It is seen that a change in the value of (s/L)/O from 2.67 to 2 produces a 
small increase in the magnitude of the maximum response, indicating that 
the axle spacing is not a very critical parameter provided that the value of 
(s/1)/0 is close to a critical value (i.e., 2, 4, 6 ). 
5.4.4 Effect of Interleaf Friction. The effect of the interleaf 
friction in the suspension system of the vehicle, which was neglected in the 
discussion so far, will be investigated by considering a bridge-vehicle 
combination with the parameters R = 0.2, ~t = 0·7, ~ts 0.4, 0 = 0.15, 
s/L = 0.4, i = 1. The following combinations of the coefficients of inter-
leaf friction, ~, and initial value of interleaf friction, F., will be 
l 
considered. 
(a) ~ 0.15, F. +0.15 l 
(b) ~ 0.15, F. 0 l 
(c) ~ 0.15, F. -0.15 l 
(d) ~ co 
In each case, the values of ~ and F. are taken equal for the two axles. 
l 
Although our primary interest is again directed toward spectra for maximum 
effects, a set of typical histories of response is presented in Figs. 5.30 
and 5.31 for values of F. = 0 and ~ = 0.15. The response spectra for maximum 
l 
interacting force and for maximurn midspan moment are presented in Fig. 5.32. 
As before, a total of twelve solutions are used to determine each spectrum 
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curve. The absolute maximum and the average values of the response over the 
complete range of a-values considered are also summarized in the following 
tabulation. 
Value of M/M
st F. 
l Maximum Average 
00 1·383 1·303 
0.15 +0.15 1·312 1.239 
0.15 0 1·347 1.250 
0.15 -0.15 1.419 1·306 
Study of these tabulated data and the spectra presented in 
Fig. 5.32 shows that consideration of the effect of interleaf friction in 
the suspension system of the vehicle does not necessarily lead to a reduction 
in the maximum response of the bridge. In fact, the absolute maximum value 
of the midspan moment for the four cases considered in Fig. 5.32 corresponds 
to a value of ~ = 0.15 with Fi = -0.15. Viewing the spectra leads to the 
conclusion that variations in F., which are really unpredictable, contribute 
l 
mainly to "scatterll in the results. This conclusion is of interest in 
explaining experimental scatter which is encountered in field studies such as 
reported in Ref. 12. 
Of some interest also are the magnitudes of the maximum interacting 
forces. From the plots presented in the top part of Fig. 5.32, it is seen that 
the peak variation in the interacting force for a vehicle with interleaf 
friction does not exceed the value of 0.15P .. Study. of the detailed force 
- s"c 
histo~ies reveals that in many cases the average force variation is on the 
order of only 10 percent. 
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In summary then, in terms of overall effect on the magnitude of 
the bridge response, the frictional properties of the vehicle are not of 
great consequence. However, in terms of prediction of a particular history 
curve, interleaf friction is quite significant. This conclusion is valid 
only for smoothly moving loads and for initially oscillating loads for which 
the amplitude of the initial force variation is on the order of 0.15P
st or 
less. 
5.5 Two-Axle Vehicle with a Disturbance at Entrance. 
5.5.1 General. Large amplitudes of interacting force variation 
are assumed to arise from sharp discontinuities at the bridge entrance. As 
noted in Chapter 3, as a result of such discontinuities, initial interacting 
forces of 1.5Pst would seem realistic. The theoretical representation of 
this condition requires the specification of the magnitude and the time rate 
of variation of the interacting force at the instant each axle enters the 
span. 
In this section the following bridge-vehicle parameter combination 
is considered: ~t = 0·7, ~ts = 0.4, R = 0.2, ~ = 0.15, and Fi = O. Both slL 
and a are retained as variables. The effect of the disturbance at entrance 
is simulated by setting the value of each interacting force at 1.5Pst as each 
axle enters the span. The corresponding time rate of variation of each force 
is assumed to be zero. As before, the dynamic index of the vehicle is taken 
as unity, so that the motions of the two axles are uncoupled. 
5.5.2 Histories of Response. Time histories of interacting forces 
and of the dynamic increments for midspan moment are presented for a = 0.05 
in Figs. 5.33 and 5.34, for a = 0.15 in Figs. 5.35 and 5.36, and for a = 0.20 
in Figs. 5.37 through 5.38b. For each value of a the first figure listed 
presents the histories of interacting forces and the second presents the 
histories of dynamic increment for midspan moment. 
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From the resul,ts presented it is seen that the variations of the 
interacting forces are reduced to a regular, steady-state condition, not 
unlike those observed in the previous section, after only two complete 
oscillations of the vehicle. The appearance of the histories for these forces 
is approximately the same for all values of siLo However, for higher values 
of a it is important to note that the steady-state condition is reached 
after the vehicle has nearly crossed the span. 
The histories for dynamic increment for midspan moments for a = 0.05 
show that the amplitude of the peak response is not greatly sensitive to siLo 
The large number of oscillations in the history is, of course, the result 
of the Iowa value. For the higher a values, 0.15 and 0.20, a much higher 
level of response is seen. It is of note that a cancellation effect occurs 
for s/L = 0.2 and a = 0.20, as would be expected from the results of the 
moving constant force studies. This result implies that a major component 
of the response has the period of the bridge. 
5.5.3 Response Spectra for the Effect of Axle Spacing and Speed .. 
The dependence of the magnitude of the peak response on the values of s/L 
and a can more clearly be seen from a spectrum curve of maximum midspan 
moment plotted as a function of the parameter (s/L)/a. The latter quantity 
was seen to be significant in the solutions for two constant forces and 
for a two-axle smoothly moving vehicle. 
In Figs. 5.39a and 5.39b are shown response spectra for a = 0.15 
and a = 0.20, respectively. Note that as in the cases considered previously, 
the peak value of the response occurs for values of (s/L)/a = 2, 4, and 6, 
and the minimum values of the response occur close to values of (s/L)/a = 1, 
3, and 5. A word of explanation is in order about the flat portions of the 
spectrum in Fig. 5.39a for values of 4.7 < (s/L)/a < 5.3 and (s/L)/a > 6.7. 
- -
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For these regions, the maximum values of the response occur at a time when 
only the first axle is on the span, and are thus identical. 
For values of s/L > 1, that is when both axles cannot be on the 
bridge at the same time, a reasonable estimate of the maximum response can be 
obtained by superimposing on the amplitude of the residual response produced 
by the first axle the maximum response due to the second axle, evaluated on 
the assumption that the bridge is initially at rest. The values of these 
component responses are obtained from a single-axle solution using the 
parameters applicable to the individual axles. For values of a = 0.15 and 
0.20, the values of M (the maximum moment) and M (the maximum residual 
max res 
moment) for the individual axles are as' follows: 
0.15 
0.20 
M /M 
max st 
1·335 
1.085 
M /M 
res st 
0·331 
0.201 
The estimates of the corresponding values of M for the two-axle vehicle 
max 
would then be equal to (1.335 + 0.331 )M
st = 1.661 Mst and (1.085 + 0.201)Mst 
1.286M
st ' respectively, for the two values of a. The approach may be used 
to determine whether higher levels of response are likely to be attained 
for values of (s/L)/a greater than those considered in Fig. 5.39. For 
a = 0.15 and a = 0.20 the ratio s/L = 1 corresponds to values of (s/L)/a 
6.67 and 5, respectively. It follows that for a = 0.15 several peaks on the 
order of 1.6M
st can be expected for values of (s/L)/a greater than those 
considered in Fig. 5.39a, whereas for a = 0.20 the maximum response does occur 
for the peak shown in the spectrum at (s/1)/a = 2. 
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In the following table are given values of M 1M t for four 
max s 
different values of a and values of slL such that (s/L)la = 2. These values 
correspond to the first peaks in plots similar to those given in Fig. 5.39 
and are believed to be close to the absolute maximum values of response. 
slL M 1M max st 
0.05 0.1 1.200 
0.10 0.2 1.356 
0.15 ~·3 1·551 
0.20 0.4 1·791 
It can be seen that there is a significant increase in the ,value of the maximum 
response with increasing a. There are three factors that contribute to this 
trend. First, the component of the response which can be attributed to a 
constant force effect increases almost linearly with a. Second, the maximum 
amplitude of the interacting force when the vehicle is close to midspan 
increases with increasing value of a for the initial excitation considered. 
Third, the static moment, M
st ' by which the results are scaled dec~eases as 
slL increases (Note that for a fixed value of (s/L)la, the value of slL 
increases with increasing a.). 
5.5.4 Effect of Interleaf Friction. The possibility has been 
advanced that for the type of vehicle suspension considered herein, the 
limiting value of the interleaf frictional force under certain conditions may 
reduce significantly. Such a condition has been suggested(12) when large 
oscillations are present. It is of interest then to investigate the effect of 
reducing the frictional force to zero for the case of a disturbance at 
entrance. 
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The results considered in the previous section for a = 0.15 with 
vehicle friction were used in a comparison with a set of corresponding data 
for f-L = O. Note that f-L = 0 corresponds simply to vibration of the vehicle 
on the tire-suspension spring combination. A comparison of the maximum response 
values is made in the following tabulation. 
s/L (s/L)/a 
Values of M /M t 
max s 
f-L = 0.15 !l = 0 
0.1 0.67' 1.129 0·903 
0.2 1·33 1.155 1.102 
0·3 2 1·551 1.472 
0.4 2.67 1·362 1.216 
0·5 3·33 1·305 1.186 
From these results it is seen that there are no major differences 
in the peak values of the response for the two sets of solutions, In fact, 
the values for !l = 0 are smaller than those for !l = 0.15. It follows that 
the absence of interleaf friction does not necessarily represent a more 
critical condition. It should not be inferred that this condition is generally 
valid. 
5.6 Single-Axle Vehicle with Initial Oscillation 
5.6.1 General. The solutions for the initially oscillating 
single-axle loads presented in this section are intended to illustrate the 
effect of certain of the parameters for this relatively simple representation 
of the vehicle. This information is also of value in the interpretation of 
the more complicated solutions for the two-axle vehicles considered in the 
previous section. 
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The information presented refers to sprung loads with amplitudes 
of initial force variations of .50 percent and 15 percent of their static 
values; for convenience" these amplitudes of initial oscillation will be 
referred to as large and small" respectively. 
The response of bridges to initially oscillating loads has been 
considered in detail by Biggs. (5) While he did not take into account the 
effects of multiple axles or the effect of interleaf friction in the vehicle 
suspension" he discussed the effects of such parameters as weight ratio, 
frequency ratio" and vehicle speed. 
5.6.2 Large Initial Oscillations. 
(a) Effects of Phase Angle and Frequency Ratio. In Figs. 5.40 
and 5.41 are shown the histories of the interacting forces and of the dynamic 
increments for midspan moment with CPv = 0·5" R = 0.2" ex = 0.1" and AP/pst = 0.5. 
The definition of the phase angle is the same as that given in Section 5.4.1. 
Four sets of histories are shown corresponding to the values of phase angle 
identified on the figure. In Figs. 5.42 and 5.43 a similar set of results is 
presented for systems with CPv = 1. 
The values afthe phase considered in Figs. 5.40 and 5041 were chosen 
to bracket the condition yielding the peak dynamic increment. Study of the 
histories of the interacting force shows that the variations appear to be 
nearly sinusoidal and that an increase in the phase a.ngle produces a uniform 
shift of the waves to the right. The curve for e = 0 attains a maximum value 
o before the vehicle reaches midspan" while the value of e = 90 produces 
"bottoming'l at midspan. This is consistent with the result which would have 
been predicted on the basis of a purely sinusoidal vertical oscillation of 
the vehicle. Study of the histories of dynamic increment shows a somewhat 
similar pattern. o Moreover" the response for e = 90 corresponds to a peak 
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dynamic increment. These results illustrate the conclusion that for large 
oscillations and moderate frequency ratios one may predict the phase condition 
for a peak response as being that which causes the vehicle to "bottom" at 
midspan. 
However, when the results for ~ = 1 are considered, a much more 
v 
complicated picture is seen. In the interacting force histories shown in 
Fig. 5.42, which have been discontinued for purposes of clarity, the variations 
in amplitude are more irregular and suggest that an interference effect is 
present between the bridge and the vehicle. The location of the peaks is 
also displaced to the right relative to what would be expected on the basis of 
a purely sinusoidal force variation. In particular, one would not expect e = 0 
to yield bottoming at midspan, as it does. The corresponding histories curves 
for dynamic increment, Fig. 5.43, are difficult to interpret relative to the 
interacting forces. Certainly the condition of bottoming at midspan does not 
correspond to a maximum value of dynamic increment. This is further illustrated 
by a similar set of results for a = 0.2 shown in Figs. 5.44 and 5.45. In 
these results the difficulty in making a rational estimate of the critical 
phase condition is typified by the data for e = 0 for which the peak dynamic 
increment corresponding to a load at midspan is associated with a minimum 
interacting force. 
(b) Effect of Weight Ratio. In parallel to the comparison for the 
effect of weight ratio for the smoothly moving load, it is of interest to 
study the general effect of weight ratio, R, ranging from 0.05 to 0.5. The 
other problem parameters are identified in the figure. Also included in this 
figure in a solid line is the history of the response for a moving alternating 
force solution. 
From these results, it is seen that a reduction of the weight ratio 
from 0.5 to 0.05 causes an increase in the peak dynamic increment, and, in 
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addition an increasingly more regular appearance of the shape of the curves. 
In fact, it would seem that for the particular frequency ratio studied, 
CPv = 0·5, as the weight ratio is reduced the history curves approach in shape 
and magnitude the curve obtained for the moving, alternating force solution. 
One may also describe the effect of the weight ratio on both D~ 
and M !M t by means of spectrum curves such as those shown in Fig. 5.47. 
max s 
These curves, which refer to systems with a = 0.1, .6P!pst = 0.5 and e = 1800 , 
show two major trends. First, the effect of weight ratio is very significantly 
dependent upon the frequency ratio. When ~v = 1, it is seen that the response 
is markedly more sensitive to weight ratio than when CPv 0.5. Second, the 
major region of sensitivity to weight ratio is for values of R less than 0.5. 
This is particularly true for cp = 1. 
v 
The increased sensitivity of the response to R for a value of 
cP = 1 is apparently due to a reasonance effect between the vehicle and the 
v 
bridge. The large weight ratios essentially incrrease the interaction between 
the vehicle and the bridge and prevent the buildup of the response. 
(c) Effect of Interleaf Friction. The data presented thus far in 
this section have not considered the effect of interleaf friction in the 
vehicle. To introduce the effect of this parameter for a single-axle load, 
Fig. 5.48 is included and shows the histories of the interacting force and of 
the dynamic incremen"t for midspan moment 0 The dashed curve refers to a load 
unit with ~ = 00 (i.e. vibration on the tires alone without the effect of 
friction in the suspension), whereas the solid curve refers to a unit with 
~ = 0.15 and F. = O. The phase angle in each case has been chosen so that 
l 
"bottoming" occurs approximately at midspan. 
The variation of the interacting force for the load unit without 
friction is nearly sinusoidal. When friction is taken into account, the 
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amplitude of the force variation is reduced in a manner similar to that 
encountered when the vehicle moves on a rigid pavement. This force variation 
is similar to that obtained for the individual axles of the two-axle vehicle 
considered in Section 5.5. The lower curves in Fig. 5.48 show that reduction 
in the interacting force also reduces the peak values of the dynamic increment 
for moment. The reduction in this case is from D~ = 0.5 to D~ = 0.3. 
5.6.3 Small Initial Oscillations. As already noted, the term 
"small initial oscillation" is used to denote the case where the load unit 
enters the span with an amplitude of force variation of 15 percent the static 
load. The phase of this force at the time the load enters onto the span is 
arbitrary. 
(a) Effects of Phase Angle, Weight Ratio, Frequency Ratio, and a. 
In Fig. 5.49 spectra for the maximum dynamic increment for midspan moment are 
presented for three bridge-vehicle combinations as a function of the phase 
angle e which was varied from 0 to 3600 in 300 increments. In each case the 
value of a = 0.10. 
It can be seen that) whereas the detailed featu~es of these curves 
are different in the three cases, their maximum and average values are 
approximately the same. This is confirmed by the following tabulation: 
Value of M 1M t 
Case max s 
High Average 
a 0.23 0.19 
b 0.25 0.21 
c 0.25 0.21 
These results suggest that consideration of various combinations of 
parameters in the weight-frequency domain is not critical provided that a is 
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kept constant. When a is not fixed) a different picture is seen. Specifically) 
for cases (b) and (c)) corresponding results have been obtained for a = 0.20) 
and these data are presented in Fig. 5.50 together with those given previously 
for a = 0.10. For ~ = 0.5) a has a marked effect) and for the values of 
v 
phase corresponding to the peak effect doubling of a produces a near doubling 
of the response~ A similar trend is observed for ~ = 1) although the 
v 
increase with a is not as great in this case. 
(b) Effect of Interleaf Friction. In Fig. 5.51 are shown response 
spectra for maximum midspan moment as a function of the phase angle e for 
systems with three different values of the initial frictional force in the 
vehicle suspension. Also included are the corresponding results for a system 
with ~ = 00, On comparing these results with those presented in Fig. 5.32 for 
two-axle vehicles) it can be seen that the effect of vehicle friction is 
essentially the same in the two cases. The overall effect of interleaf 
friction is to produce a "scatter" in the results. The details of the history 
curves will) of course) be greatly affected by changes in the values of F. 
l 
and fl. 
VI. ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 
6.1 General 
Several factors have been omitted in the discussion so far. First, 
no proof has been given that a beam representation is, indeed, an adequate 
representation of a multi-girder bridge. Furthermore, granting that a beam 
solution adequately predicts the dynamic increments of resp~nse, the question 
remains as to how these increments should be interpreted for application to 
the actual structure. Second, no account has been taken of the effects of 
roughness or camber of the bridge deck itself. 
It is the purpose of this chapter to present certain additional 
theoretical solutions, and to discuss in a preliminary way the effect of these 
omissions. Each of these topics could in itself be the subject of a separate 
dissertation. The intent here is to establish their relevance to the present 
study. 
6.2 Effect of Roadway Roughness 
That the surface of the bridge is not smooth and free from uneven-
ness that can set the vehicle into vertical oscillation is readily apparent. 
The nature of the roughness is somewhat difficult to describe. It is 
generally felt to be made up of components which may be described in part as 
random and in part as systematic. Within the scope of this investigation, it 
was only possible to study the effect of a sinusoidal profile variation. 
A similar study has been reported previously in Ref. 13. However, 
in this study no account was taken of the effects of vehicle damping or inter-
leaf friction, and the results obtained tended to overestimate the magnitude 
of the response. 
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6.2.1 Single-Axle Load. For ease in interpretation, the problem is 
approached by considering first a single-axle loading. Also, for purposes of 
interpretation of the parameters involved, a bridge from the Standard Plans 
is considered. Specifically, a 60 ft. bridge of the SA-53 I-beam type is used 
(see Table 3.3). For a vehicle weighing 64 kips with characteristic 
frequencies, f t and f ts ' of 3.5 and- 2 cps, respectively, and a speed of 60 mph, 
the following parameters describe the bridge-vehicle combination~ ~t = 0.68, 
~ts 0·39, R = 0.20, and a = 0.14. The coefficient of interleaf friction is 
taken as ~ = 0.15 and the vehicle is assumed to be initially at its position 
of static equilibrium. Also F. = O. 
l 
The sinusoidal profile variation was 
considered to have 3, 5, or 7 half-waves along the span. The amplitude of 
the waves, b , was assigned the values of 1/2 in. and 1/4 in. which 
o 
intuitively appear to be reasonable. 
Considering first the results oorresponding to a value of b = 1/2 in., 
o 
the interacting force histories are presented in Fig. 6.1 and the corresponding 
histories of dynamic increment for midspan moment are shown in Figs. 6.2a and 
6.2b. The interacting forces are of special interest in this case since they 
give the key to the interpretation of the phenomena involved. In addition, the 
following tabulation of transit time and natural periods of vibration is useful 
in interpreting the general nature of the response. 
N~umberof Transit Time Natural Period, sec. 
Half-Waves, 
* ill tt' sec. TTl T. T ... ·b 
"t ts 
3 0.46 0.19 0.28 0046 
5 0.28 0.19 0.28 001.6 
7 0.24 0019 0028 o~46 
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* The quantity tt represents the time required for the vehicle to move over 
two half-waves. The symbol Tt denotes the natural per}od of the vehicle 
vibrating on its tires, Tts denotes the period of the vehicle vibrating on 
the tire-spring combination, and Tb denotes the fundamental period of the 
bridge. 
The following trends are noted~ 
(a) For m = 3 there is a significant increase in the amplitude of 
the interacting force variation with each successive half-cycle. This is due 
* to the fact that the transit time, tt' coincides with the natural period of 
vibration of the vehicle, Tts . 
(b) For m = 5 the build-up in the interacting force is not as large 
as for m = 3. This result is consistent with the fact that in this case the 
time of transit is lower than the natural period of the vehicle, Tts . 
(c) Finally, when m = 7 the interacting force is essentially in 
phase with the irregularities on the bridge deck and there is little build-up 
in response. 
The peak values of the histories of dynamic increment for midspan 
moment presented in Figso 602a and 6.2b are quite large, ranging from 0.45 
to 1.80 It appears that these curves are made up of two components, one 
proportional to the interacting force and the other having the period of the 
bridge. The large amplitudes of response obtained for m = 5 and m = 7 should 
not be surprising since the dominant period of the interacting force variation 
l.S close to the natural period of the bridge. The nearly linear increase in 
the values of successive peaks in Fig. 6.2b is typical of a response build-up 
under a resonance condition. 
The extremely large effects just noted lead to the question of how 
the response of the system would change if the ampli~ude of the unevenness,b , 
o 
were reduced and if the effect of bridge damping were taken into account. 
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The effect of bridge damping is indicated by the dashed line curves 
in Figs. 6.2a and 6.2b. The effect of reducing b was evaluated by computing 
o 
the. response of the system for a value of b one-half as great as that con-
o 
sidered previously, i.e., for a value of b = 1/4 in. The response curves for 
o 
this case are shown in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4. From these results the following 
conclusions may be drawn. 
(1) For the range of parameters considered, damping has 
practically no effect on the histories of interacting force. 
(2) In terms of the response curves, damping has its greatest effect 
on the component of the response having the natural frequency of the bridge. 
For example, for m = 3, for which the component of response that is proportional 
to the interacting force predominates, the peak value of the response is 
reduced by only 8 percent. On the other hand, for m = 7, where the component 
having the frequency of the bridge is strongly excited, the correspondi.ng 
reduction is as large as 37 percent. 
Reducing b by a factor of 2 causes a reduction in the inter-
o 
acting forces of about the same amount, specifically a 40 percent reduction. 
( 4) Reducing the value of b also causes a corresponding reduction 
o 
in the response of the bridge which is on the order of 30 percent. However, 
it should be noted that for m = 5 or 7 the effects are still quite largec 
6.2.2 Two-Axle Vehicle. Because of the possibility of cancellation 
effects it is likely that the dynamic responses produced by a two-axle vehicle 
may be smaller than those evaluated in the preceding section. In Figs. 605 
and 6.6 are given the interacting forces and dynamic increments for midspan 
moment for the bridge considered previously when traversed by a two-axle 
vehicle with a = 0.15 and values of slL ranging from 0.1 to 0.5. The other 
bridge-vehicle parameters are identified in the figures. Note that the dynami.c 
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increments are expressed in terms of W L rathe+ than being normalized with 
v 
respect to the maximum static response. 
Study of the int era.cting forces,. F.ig. 6.5, shows that each axle 
responds essentially as in the single-axle case and that .the pea:k values of 
the force variations, 0.5P
st and 0.6Pst ,.are of the same order of magnitude as 
those for the single-axle case. The peak values of the dynamic increments of 
moment are likewise ~uite large. In addition, a cancellation and reinforcement 
effect, governed by the familiar ~uantity (s/L)/a, is apparent:. It is seen tpat 
the peak response occurs for (s/L)/a = 2, and the cancellation effect begins 
to appear for values of s/L = 0.2 and 0.5, i. e., for values of (s/L)ja 
approaching 1 and 3. 
The maximum moments and the corresponding dynamic increments 
expressed in terms of W L are summarized in the following: 
v 
s/L M /M Dyn. Increments max st in WL 
v 
0 20102: 0.275 
0.1 10843 00190 
0.2 1.465 0.093 
0·3 2·329 0.260 
0.4 2.408 0.211 
0·5 2.213 00152 
Note that the dynamic increments in terms of W L are as large as those 
v 
predicted on the basis of the single-axle solution. The amplification factors 
i.ncrease with increasing s/L values because of the decrease in the static 
moment by which the amplification factors are scaled. 
Consideration of the effects of roadway unevenness has led to 
extremely large dynamic effects, and the ~uestion arises as to how these 
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results should be interpreted in the light of the information presented in 
the previous sections of this study. It should be emphasized quite strongly 
that the assumption of a sinusoidal unevenness has greatly exaggerated the 
magnitude of effects. Note also that to obtain large effects the time of 
transit over the irregularity must be close to the natural period of the 
bridge and the vehicle speed must remain constant. It is highly improbable 
that these conditions actually occur in practice. 
6.3 Effect of Bridge Camber 
A logical sequel to the topic of deck unevenness is the effect of 
bridge camber. From the theoretical point of view, camber may be considered 
as a specialized form of deck unevenness having a single half-wave. In the 
computer program used in this study, the camber is considered to be parabolic 
in shape and symmetrical about midspan. Its amplitude is designated by d . 
c 
A positiv.e value of d
c 
denotes camber and a negative value denotes a sag. 
As an illustration, solutions are presented in Fig. 6.7 for a single-
axle load moving over a deck with values of d = + 6 l' d = 0, and d. 
c c c c 
= -6 
cl' 
where 6
cI = (5/384) (WbL
3/EI). The !"emaining parameters of the problem are 
identified in the figure. It is seen that both the camber and the sag 
increase the value of the interacting force variation from 0.07 to about 
0016 Pst. Similarly the value of DlM l.S increased from 0.16 to 0031 for 
d 
c 
-6 while for d 
cl c +6cl the value of D~ is aboat the same as for dc 
In interpreting these results it should be noted that the theory 
o. 
used assumes no transition curve between the approach and the beg:i.nning of the 
cambered deck. It is felt that the resulting !1kink!1 at entrance serves to 
exaggerate the magnitude of the dynamic effects in the bridge. Clearly, 
further studies are necessary to adequately assess the effect of this 
parameter. 
604 Relation of Beam Tneory to the Multi-Girder Bridge Theory 
6.4.1 General. In the interpretation of the results obtained by 
means of the beam theory used so far) one is faced with the ~uestion of how 
the predictions of the beam theory can be applied to a multi -.girder. structure. 
It is intuitively apparent that the answer to this question is a function of 
the physical properties and overall dimensions of the structure as well as of 
the transverse position of the vehicle on the span. For example) in the 
AASHO Road Test Studies) (12) the test bridges) which were 50 ft.) single-span) 
single-lane structures) behaved essentially as single beams and the beam 
theory was found to be completely ade~uate for predicting the behavior of the 
structure. However, for two-lane structures with a minimum width of about 
28 ft. and span length as short as 20 ft., the relationship between the dynamic 
response of the actual structure and a single beam is by no means clear. 
There is now available a theory and computer program (Ref. 19) 
i.n which the bridge is treated as a plate continuous over flexible beams. 
This theory provides a nearly exact representation of an actual simple-span 
multi-girder birdge. The vehicle is idealized as a ~ingle-axle) two-wheeled 
loading moving at a constant speed across the span. The transverse location 
of the load on the span is arbitrary. 
6.4.2 Theoretical Studies. To provide information on the relation-
ship between the results predicted by the beam theory and the more elaborate 
theory referred to above) a group of SA-53, steel I-beam bridges, which also 
will be analyzed in section 7.4 using the beam theory, were analyzed by means 
of the multi-girder theory. A 64 kip vehicle, idealized as a smoothly moving 
single-axle load, was considered for this purpose. The vehicle speed was 
taken as 60 mph. In the multi-girder solution the transverse wheel spacing 
was taken as 6 ft., and two transverse location of the vehicle were considered: 
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(1) Concentric with the longitudinal centerline of the bridge; (2) Eccentric, 
with the outside wheel located 1 ft. inside of the edge beam. The other 
problem parameters were as follows: 
Span, c CPv R ex 
ft. 
30 0.86 56 0.25 0.48 0.11 
40 0.65 85 0·39 0·35 0.12 
50 0·52 141 0.48 0.26 0.12 
60 0.43 187 0068 0.20 0.14 
70 0·37 197 0075 0.17 0.15 
The parameter c denotes the ratio of the width of the bridge between outer 
beams to the span length, and ~ is defined by the equation 
where Eo ~ is the flexural rigid;ityof the beams, D is the flexural rigidity 
of the slab and b is the width between outer beams, i.e. the width of slab 
considered in the theory. 
In Fig. 6.8 are given the distributions of maximum static bending 
moments in the beams across midspan for the two transverse load positions 
referred to above. This figure also shows the symbols used to identify the 
five beams. 
Typical histories of dynamic increment for moment at midspan in 
each of the five beams are shown for the 50 ft. span with concentric loading 
in Fig. 6.9. Included also in this figure is the histo~ of interacting force 
variation. Although not shown, the maximQrn values of the interacting forces 
for the beam theory are slightly smaller than those obtained in the multi-girder 
solution (1.05 vs. 1.10). This result is consistent with the data presented in 
Ref. 19. 
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To give a picture of the instantaneous distribution of dynamic 
effects across the bridge) values of dynamic increment for the five beams 
corresponding to several values of the position coordinate) vt/L) are plotted 
as a function of transverse location. The values of vt/L considered correspond 
to relative peaks in the histories. These results are presented in Fig. 6.10 
for two span lengths and a concentric loading. From these results it is seen 
that the dynamic increments are more uniformly distributed in the case of the 
70-fto span) although the effects are by no means uniform. 
Typical dynamic increment: curves for the eccentrically loaded case 
are presented in Fig. 6.11a and 6.11b for the 50 ft. span. 
Having observed in a general way the characteristics of the response 
occurring in the fiul ti-girder bridge j the Cluestion remains as to \AThich 
response quantity can be meaningfully related to the beam theory. In an attempt 
to answer this question) the maximum values of dynamic increments for midspan 
moment in the most heavily loaded beam were plotted in Fig. 6.12 as a function 
of span length. It should be emphasized that these increments are normalized 
with respect to the maximum value of the corresponding static moment. Included 
in these plots also are the dynamic increments obtained from the corresponding 
beam solutions. It is seen that there is a good correlation between the two 
sets of dynamic increments. Based on these limited results) it would seem 
that the dynamic increments obtained from beam theory can be interpreted as 
representing the dynamic increments in the most highly loaded beam of the 
multi-girder structure) or) in other words) the beam nearest to the center of 
gravity of the load. However) further studies are required 'on this topic. 
Similarly) a more detailed discussion of the results presented herein should 
await the compilation of more supporting data to yield a better understan~Qrrg 
of the effects of the various parameters involved in the analysis of the 
multi-girder structure. 
VII. SUMl\1ARY AND DESIGN IMPLICATIONS OF REStT.LTS 
7.1 General 
Utilization of the data presented in this report may be approached 
from two points of view. First, one may consider a specific bridge~vehicle 
combination and attempt to predict with a relatively high degree of accuracy 
the resulting dynamic effects. To do this re~uires a detailed knowledge of 
the properties of the bridge-vehicle system and, in' particular, of the 
initial conditions for the vehicle. This type of analysis would be re~uired 
to interpret the data obtained from dynamic tests on actual structures and 
might also be useful in design if one were confronted with the problem of 
determining the dynamic effects produced by the passage of an extraordinarily 
heavy vehicle, such as might be encountered on a heavy construction site, a 
military vehicle, or an unusual vehicle for heavy highway cartage. Alterna-
tively, one might want to assess the adequacy of a substandard bridge in 
carrying some specific heavy vehicle. 
The second point of view involves the study of bridge response with 
the object of determining impact criteria for general use in the design of 
highway structures. In this case one is not interested in designi.ng for one 
specific vehicle or for specified numbers and typ~s of vehicles, 'but one 
wishes to make a realistic estimate of the general level of dynamic response 
that may be expected. A starting point for thi.s approach might be to 
establish whether the presently used impact formulas are rational and whether, 
in fact, they lead to reasonable estimates of the level of response 0 
In both cases, it must be kept in mind that the values of many of 
the parameters that influence the response cannot be controlled in practiceo 
Accordingly, it is usually necessary to obtain solutions for a range of the 
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problem parameters rather than for the specific values estimated for a given 
case. It must also be kept in mind that in the theory used the structure is 
idealized as a single beam. 
To handle the problem from the first point of view, one must obtain, 
with the aid of a computer program, numerical solutions for a range of the 
parameters. Alternatively, one could, with judgment, infer the general 
characteristics of the response on the basis of the data presented herein. 
However, a definitive knowledge of the response would only rarely be required. 
In general, it is the second point of view which is of prime 
interest. Because of the large number of parameters affecting the response 
of the bridge and the interrelation of their effects, as demonstrated in the 
previous chapters, it is important to isolate the truly significant parameters 
of the problem. These parameters are discussed in the next section. 
702 Significant Problem Parameters 
(a) The Speed Parameter. The speed parameter, a, is the universal 
parameter of the problem. Its importance is most strikingly seen in the 
constant force solution for which the amplitudes of the response are a 
function of a only. The relationship between the maximum value of the ampli-
tudes and a is, in fact, nearly linear for the practical range of the 
parameter. Similarly, the response due to a smoothly moving vehicle is also 
a nearly linear function of a. 
For an initially oscillating vehicle, the speed parameter has two 
principal effects. First, it governs the amplitude of the response component 
corresponding to the moving constant force effect, and second, it controls the 
point of l1bottoming ll of the vehicle, that is, the location of the vehicle on 
the span for which the interacting force attains its maximUm value. 
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(b) Axle Spacing Parameter 0 When more than one axle is considered, 
the parameter {s/L)/a determines whether the components of the response due to 
each axle add or cancel. This is seen for all cases of the two-axle vehicle 
and, in fact, the Cluantity (s/L)/a appears explicitly in the expressions 
derived for two moving forces. Note that the relative axle spacing, s/L, 
alone is not critical but that it must be considered in relation to the 
speed parameter. The ratio (s/L)/a may also be written as 2(s/V)/Tb , from 
which it can be seen tha t it is eClual to twice the ratio of the time reCluired 
for the two axles to pass over a given point on the bridge to the fundamental 
natural period of vibration of the bridge. It has been found that maximum 
response corresponds to values of (s/L)/a = 2, 4" 6.9 8, 00. or to values of 
slv = Tb , 2Tb , 3Tb , 
While not considered in this study, a vehicle with three or more 
axles would give rise to similar axle spacing parameterso One can demonstrate 
this readily from the constant force solution. The axle spacing also affects 
the value of the maximum static response, which is the Cluantity in terms 
of which the dynamic response is expressed. 
(c) Weight and FreCluency Ratios 0 These t~..{o parameters are funda-
mental in describing the basic characteristics of mass and stiffness of the 
bridge-vehicle systemo Taken separately these parameters may have considerable 
effect on the response. It should be remembered, however, that for co&~on 
types of heavy highway vehicles, and in particular when a standard vehicle is 
considered, the values of these ratios are set primarily by the weight and 
the natural freQuency of the bridge, both of which are interrelated. In other 
wordS, the weight and freCluency ratios cannot be varied independently of one 
another. Because of this interdependence, the response of the system is 
generally insensitive to variations in these parameters. 
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These ratios must be kept in mind, however, when the designer is 
faced with the effect of a serious overload or a major change in the vehicle 
natural frequency which would lead to a more critical condition. In particular, 
for large initial oscillations the resonance condition cp = 1 leads to large 
v 
effects, whereas, for a smoothly moving load or for a load with small 
amplitude of initial oscillation the effect of "resonance" is not significant. 
(d) Vehicle Suspension. Considered in this grouping are those 
quantities which define the frictional characteristics of the vehicle 
suspension, namely, the initial and limiting values of the interleaf frictional 
force. The effect of interleaf friction on the response of the bridge can be 
related to the amount of energy dissipated by friction in the vehicle 
suspension. For a smoothly moving load and for a load with s11lBJll amplitudes 
of initial oscillation the energy loss is generally insignificant. However, 
for large amplitudes of initial oscillation, the energy loss is quite 
L~portant and cannot be neglected. 
(e) Vehicle Initial Conditions. The amplitude of initial motion 
of the vehicle has a very significant influence on the response of the bridge. 
The smoothly moving vehicle, the vehicle with Ylsmall ll initial oscillation, 
and the vehicle with "large!l initial oscillation lead to progressively larger 
amplitudes of response. For the conditions considered in this study, one 
may say that there is an almost linear relationship between the amplitude 
of the initial motion of the vehicle and the magnitude of the resulting 
maximum response in the bridge. For an initially oscillating vehicle the 
phase of the oscillation at the instant the vehicle enters the bridge is also 
quite important. In general, it is not possible to predict the phase value 
which will produce a maximum response. An exception exists only in the case 
of large initial oscillations combined with low frequency ratios for which it 
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is possible to state that the maximum response at midspan will occur when 
the peak interacting force occurs at midspan. 
(f) Other Parameters. 'The. effect of roadway unevenness was not 
included in the foregoing summary mainly because this parameter could not be 
studied in detail in this study. It has been demonstrated that a sinusoidal 
unevenness can lead to a significant increase in dynamic effects. However, 
such a systematic unevenness is highly improbable in practice. In fact, it 
is felt that for irregularities of moderate amplitude and random distribution, 
the magnitude of the maximum dynamic effects may not be significantly different 
from those computed in this study for initially oscillating vehicles. 
7.3 General Levels of Response 
7.3.1 General. Perhaps the single most important benefit that 
can be gained from a study of the data presented is an understanding of the 
order of magnitude of the maximum response levels that may be expected under 
prescribed conditions. 
For the purpose of estimating the general level of response it is 
convenient, wherever possible, to make use of the data obtained from the 
studies of single-axle loadings. It will be recalled from Chapter 5 that 
the peak dynamic increments for a single-axle loading, when expressed in 
terms of W L, are in general equal to or reasonably close to the corresponding 
v 
effects for a two-axle loading. 
Unless specified otherwise, the term response will refer to the 
moment at midspan of the bridge. 
7.3.2 Constant Force Solution. For a single moving force, the 
maximum value Qf the dimensionsless dynamic increment for midspan moment, 
D~- ,may be approximated by the relation given in Eq. (4.9) which for 
-M,max 
convenience is reproduced. 
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1{2 ex 
D~"max = 12 1 - ex 
An even simpler approximation is obtained by noting that the factor 1{2/12 
is nearly equal to the quantity (1 - ex) for the usual values of ex" so that 
DI_ ~ ex 
~"max 
For two moving constant forces with a relative spacing slL < 0.5" 
the maximum dynamic increment for moment, when expressed in terms of W L/4" 
v 
may also be taken equal to ex. (Strictly speaking" this approximation is 
valid only for values of (s/L)/ex = 2" 4" 6, ... ) Accordingly the amplifica-
tion factors may be written as 
WL 
v M M +ex-4 max st ,max M =;::-.....&..M-----
st,max st,max 
For two forces of magnitude of W 12 each" 
v 
and Eq. (7.2) becomes 
M 
st,max 
The impact factor, I" is then 
I 
WL 
~ (1 - s/L) 
1 ex 
+ 1 = slL 
1 - slL 
It should be noted that the minimum possible value of M t is 
s "max 
W LIS and it occurs for values of slL ~ 0.5. Accordingly, the value of 
v 
(1 - s/L) in Eqs. (7.3) and (7.4) should not be less than 0.5. It follows 
that the possible range of variation of the impact factor I is from ex to 3a. 
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7.3.3 Smoothly Moving Vehicle. For a smoothly moving sp~ng 
vehicle, the effects of the single-axle and two-axle loadings are related 
in a manner similar to that developed in the case of moving forces; however, 
the details of the correlation are also dependent upon the weight and 
frequency ratios. 
The data presented in Chapter 5 show that for frequency ratios, ~ , 
v 
smaller than about 0.3 and larger than about 1, the value of Dl_ for a ~,max 
single-axle loading may be approximated by Eq. (7.1). Furthermore, for this 
range of ~v values the peak dynamic increment for the single-axle and the 
two-axle loads when expressed in terms of W L may be considered to be equal 
v 
to one another. Accordingly, the amplification factors for a two-axle vehicle 
may be approximated by Eq. (7.3) and the impact factor by Eq. (7.4). 
For the frequency ratio range 0.3 < ~ < 1, the value of DIM 
v ,max 
is generally greater than a, the increase being a function of the weight and 
frequency ratios involved. The maximum increase is obtai.ned for ~ = 0.6, 
v 
for which the value of D~,max is on the order of 1.5 to 2 times a for Wright 
ratios in the range between 0.2 and 1. On the other hand, for this range 
of the parameters, the peak value of the dynamic increment for a two-axle 
loading when expressed in terms of W L/4 is generally on the order of 60 to 
v 
70 percent of the corresponding value for a single-axle· loading. These two 
factors tend to compensate for each other, with the result that the amplifi.ca-
tion factors and the impact factors for a two-axle loading may still be 
approximated with reasonable accuracy by Eqs. (7.3) and (704). 
7.3.4 Vehicle with 15 Percent Initial Oscillation. Because of 
the increasing complexity of the problem when initial vehicle oscillations 
are considered, the response level in this case must be estimated by a less 
direct procedure than that used in the preceding sections. For the two-axle 
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vehicles considered in Chapter 5, the maximum value of the amplification 
factors fpr midspan moment was on the order of 1.4 and the average value on 
the order of 1.3. The peak response in a given case was greater than that 
obtained for the corresponding smoothly moving vehicle and generally increased 
with increasing CX. On the basis of these data and the observations made in 
previous sections, the following e~uation is proposed as a means of estimating 
the maximum value of impact factor that may be expected in this case. 
CX 
I ~ 0.15 + 1 - s/L 
The first term on the right-hand side of this e~uation approximates the 
effect of the oscillatory component of the interacting force and the second 
term represents the effect of the constant force component. 
7.3.5 Vehicle with Large Initial Oscillation. For a vehicle with 
larger initial oscillation than that considered in the preceding section, 
correspondingly higher levels of response are to be expected, subject to the 
moderating effects of interleaf friction and phase. 
E~uation (T .. 5) can be generalized as follows: 
I .6P ex -- + 
Pst 1 - s/L (7·6) 
where .6P must be interpreted not as the initial amplitude of the interacting 
force variation but as the mean amplitude when the vehicle is close to 
midspan 0 The latter amplitude may be estimated from the properties of the 
vehicle by assuming that the bridge is infinitely rigid.E~uation (7.6) is 
intended only for realistic vehicles with a finite amount of interleaf 
friction. For a completely undamped vehicle and a value of ~ close to unity 
v 
the fre~uency of the interacting force variations will coincide with the 
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natural fre~uency of the bridge and the resulting effects may be much larger 
than those predicted by E~. (7.6). 
7.4 Possible Simplifications of Problem for Design 
7.4.1 General. For purposes of design, the following simplifica-
tions of the impact problem are suggested by the data that have been 
presented. 
(1) The greatest possible simplification can be achieved by 
specifying a constant value of impact which is independent of the type of ) 
f 
bridge-vehicle system involved. This approach would re~uire the study of a 
large number of numerical solutions to arrive at~.a representative mean value 
of response and at an indication of the possible variation from the mean. 
Of course, one must consider initial conditions for the vehicle which are 
representative of those measured in the field. A vehicle with 15 percent 
initial oscillation is felt to be ~uite suitable for this purFose. 
(2) A second possibility is to formulate the problem on the basis 
of the solutions for one or two moving constant forces. Such an approach 
in effect eliminates all parameters except for the speed parameter) a, and 
the axle spacing parameter) s/L. Certain empirical modifications can then 
be made to account for the effect of neglected significant parameters. This 
approach was used in the preceding section and will not be discussed further. 
(3) A third possibility is to consider each class of bridges 
separately, and to develop approximate expressions for impact factors in 
terms of the least number of significant parameters of the problem. The 
parameters that must be considered in this approach include, in addition to 
the bridge type, the span length, the maximum speed of the vehicle and the 
ampli~de of the initial vehicle oscillation. The approach could be based 
on the standard vehicle. 
I 
, 
, , 
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The first and third possibilities are discussed in greater detail 
in the next two sections 0 
7.4.2 Selection of a Constant Impact Factor. To illustrate the 
ideas expressed under item (1) of the preceding section, the results of 108 
solutions pre:sented in Section 504.2 are summarized in Fig. 7.1 in the form 
of a distribution chart. These solutions refer to a two-axle vehicle with 
15 percent initial oscillation and the three sets of parameters indicated 
on the figure. The ordinates of the vertical bars in the plots denote the 
percentage of solutions for which the amplification factor for midspan moment 
has the value shown on the abscissa. 
From the data in Fig. 3.13, it can be seen that the bridge-vehicle 
combinations studied in Fig. 7.1 may be considered to bracket a significant 
nQ~ber of the bridge types considered. Note that these solutions are for 
an undamped vehicle and a single value of s/L. Three phase differences 
between the axles are considered, and the phase of the vehicle at entrance, 
B, is retained as a variable since it would not seem realistic to specify 
for design only phase conditions which yield peak effects. Consideration 
of the ent ire pos sible range of phase angles s i..rnula tes a fI traffic" condition 
where the vehicle type is fixed but the initial conditions of the vehicle 
are arbitrary. The values of a used in this study correspond to a maximum 
vehicle speed of approximately 60 mph, assuming bridges of the steel I-beam 
type. 
In Fig. 7.1, parts (a), (b), and (c) are arranged in order of 
decreasing value of a. Note that the mode (the most fre~uently occurring 
value) of the distributions decreases with decreasing a. Case (a) has a mode 
at the 1030 to 1.35 level and is skewed such that 30 percent of the values 
fall above this level while only 19 percent fall below. In case (b) the 
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mode is at the 1.25 to 1.30 level and the skew is such that 22 percent of 
the values fall above, with a peak response of 1.35, and 28 percent fall 
below. In case (c), on the other hand, the distribution shows a more or less 
even occurrance of amplification factors between 1.1 and 1.3. The peak value 
is again 1.35. 
It is interesting to look at a similar plot for all the data just 
described combined in one plot. This is done in Fig. 7.2. Here it is seen 
that some 54 percent of the solutions are in the range of 1.25 to 1.35 and 
74 percent of all values are less than 1.35. It is interesting to note that 
the 30 percent impact value given by the ~SHO design formula coincides with 
the peak of this distribution. 
The approach described in this section prbvides a good insight into 
the response range which may be encountered when the initial conditions of the 
vehicle are not controlled. The overall trends are not strongly affected by 
changes in bridge-vehicle combinations. However, it is readily seen that a 
large amount of data must be compiled if an extensive number of points in the 
bridge-vehicle parameter domain are to be investigated. 
7.4.3 Impact Factor for Specific Bridge Types. The third 
possibility outlined in Section 7.4.1 is illustrated with reference to the 
SA and SB series of steel I-beam bridges of the BPR(4). The solutions 
obtained are for the standard vehicle, approximated as a smoothly moving 
single-axle loading, and for a maximum vehicle speed of 60 mph. 
The results of this study are presented in Fig. 7.3, wherein the 
peak dynamic increments for midspan moment, normalized with respect to the 
corresponding maximum static value, are plotted as a function of the span 
length, L. It can be seen that D~- may be considered to increase linearly 
r1,max 
with a. A least squares fitting of the data leads to the equation 
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. L D~,max - 0.12 + 0.06 100 
where L is expressed in feet. This linear relationship is due to the fact 
that the value of a corresponding to 60 mph increases almost linearly with L. 
The impact factors for the two-axle representation of the vehicle 
may be approximated by use of Eq. (7.4) provided the quantity a is replaced 
by the result obtained from Eq. (7.7). The results obtained by this approxi-
mation, assuming values of s in the range between 15 and 35 ft., are shown in 
Figo 704. Included in this figure also is a plot of the AASHO impact formula. 
In Fig. 7.5 are given some exploratory solutions for an initially 
oscillating vehicle, idealized as a single-axle loading, together with the 
corresponding data for the smoothly moving load. Values of initial oscilla-
tion of 15 to 50 percent are considered, and the effect of friction in the 
vehicle suspension is taken into accounto 
It is interesting to note that the straight lines in this figure, 
obtained by a least squares fitting of the data, fall roughly parallel to the 
results for the smoothly moving vehicle. As would be expected from the 
information presented previously, the magnitude of the response increases in 
proportion to the amplitude of initial oscillation. 
This method of attack shows promise and yields data which are easily 
interpreted from the design point of view, but which will require a relatively 
large number of solutions to be effective. It is, of course, restrictive 
in the sense that it requires specification of a standard vehicle and a 
standard set of bridges. 
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TABLE 2.1. EFFECT OF NUMBER OF MASS CONCENTRATIONS ON RESPONSE AT MIDSPAN 
a = 0.16, ~v = 1, R = 0.3, ~ = 0, N = 600 
n = number of mas s concentrations 
Moments Deflections 
n= 2 3 4 5 Static 2 3 4 5 Static 
vt!..L 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.04 -0.006-0.014 -0.008 -0.009 0.080 0.010 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.120 
0 .. 08 0.039 0.030 0.038 0.035 0.160 0.083 0.082 0.083 0.-683 0.238 
0.12 0.157 0.154 0.157 0.155 0.240 0.244 0.244 0.244 0.244 0·353 
0.16 0·318 0·328 0·322 0·324 0·320 0.457 0.458 0.458 0.458 0.464 
0.20 0.468 0.486 0.473 l 0.475 0.400 0.650 0.652 0.652 0.652 0.568 
0.24 0.563 0·579 0·565 0.564 0.480 0·770 0·772 0·771 0·771 0.655 
0.28 0.614 0.619 0.610 0.609 0·560 0.824 0.825 0.823 0.823 0·752 
0·32 0.673 0.669 0.667 0.665 0.640 0.873 0.873 0.871 0.871 0.829 
0.36 0·778 0·776 0·774 0·775 0·720 0·964 0.963 0·962 0.963 0.893 
0.40 0.897 0·904 0.899 0·907 0.800 1.067 1.065 1.066 1.067 0.944 
0.44 0·969 0·980 <9·975 0·986 0.880 1.101 1.100 1.102 1.102 0·979 
0.48 0.983 0·983 0·987 0·990 0·960 1.033 1.032 1.034 1.033 0·998 
0·52 0·913 0.898 0·912 0.904 0·960 0·927 0·925 0·926 0·925 0·998 
0.56 0.809 0·791 0.806 0·797 ·0.880 0.880 0.880 0.879 0.879 0·979 
0.60 0·781 0·775 0·781 0·777 0.800 0·919 0·921 0·921 0·921 0·944 
0.64 0·781 0·789 0·786 0·787 0·720 0·973 0·975 0·977 0·977 0.893 
0.68 0·738 0·748 0·741 0·746 0.640 0··953 0·954 0·956 00955 0.829 
0·72 0.642 0.632 0.628 0.636 0.560 0.859 0.843 0.843 0.843 0·752 
0·76 0.560 0.498 0.497 0·503 0.480 0·772 0.699 0.697 0.698 0.665 
0.80 0·525 0.402 0.402 0.405 0.400 0·733 0.581 0.578 0.580 0.568 
0.84 0.511 0·346 0·339 0·345 0·320 0·709 0.493 0.487 0.492 0.464 
0.88 0.452 0.286 0.263 0.281 0.240 0.622 0.396 0.437 00396 00353 
0092 0·313 0.190 0.146 0.179 0.160 0.431 0.259 0.213 0.260 0.238 
0.96 0.112 0.065 0.010 0.054 0.080 00160 00092 0.030 0.092 00120 
1.00 -0.093 -0.055 -0.099 -0.061 0 -0.119 -0.069 -0.121 -0.070 0 
-11!+ .. 
TABLE 2.2. EFFECT OF NUMBER OF MASS CONCENTRATIONS ON RESpONSE AT MIDSPAN 
a = 0.05) ~v = 1) R = 0.3) ~ = 0) N = 600 
n = number of mass concentrations 
Moments Deflections 
n= 2 3 4 5 Static 2 3 4 5 Static 
vt/L 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.04 0.057 0.057 0.057 0.057 0.080 0.091 0.091 0.091 0.091 0.120 
0.08 0.194 0.197 0.195 0.196 0.160 0.281 0.282 0.282 0.282 0.238 
0.12 0.211 0.206 0.211 0.210 0.240 0.316 0·316 0·316 0·316 0·353 
0016 0·334 0·338 0·334 0·335 0·320 0.480 0.480 0.480 0.480 0.464 
0020 0.396 0.396 0.396 0·396 0.400 0·566 0·566 0.566 0·566 0.568 
0024 0.497 0.499 0.498 0.tl-98 0.480 0.685 0.685 0.685 0.685 0.655 
0.28 0.528 0·522 0·526 0.526 0.560 0·712 0·711 0·711 0·711 0·752 
0·32 0.675 0.682 0.678 0.677 0.640 0.874 0.874 0.874 0.874 0.829 
0.36 0·716 0·714 0·714 0·716 0·720 0.888 0.887 0.888 0.888 0.893 
0.40 0·794 0·793 0·795 0·793 0.800 0·938 0·938 0·938 0·937 0·944 
0044 0.881 0.883 0.881 0.883 0.880 0·981 0·982 0·982 0.982 0·979 
0.48 0·978 0·979 0.978 0·977 0·960 1.015 1.015 1.014 1.014 0·998 
0052 0·971 0·974 0·973 0·974 0·960 1.017 1.018 1.018 1.019 0.998 
0056 0.850 0.844 0.848 0.846 0.880 0·939 0·938 0·938 0·938 0·979 
0.60 0.829 0.836 0.832 0.833 0.800· 0·983 0·983 0·983 0.983 0·944 
0064 0·723 0·722 0·722 0·722 0·720 0.896 0.896 0.897 0.897 0.893 
0068 0.641 0.637 0.639 0.637 0.640 0.830 0.826 0.826 0.825 0.829 
0072 0.617 0.549 0·550 0·552 0.560 0.825 0·740 0·740 0·741 0·752 
0076 0.611 0·505 0·502 0·500 0.480 0.835 0.693 0.692 0.692 0.665 
0080 0.508 0·393 0·394 0·396 0.400 0·705 0.560 0·560 0.560 0·568 
0.84 0·378 0·311 0.289 0·311 0·320 0·537 0.453 0.427 0.453 0.464 
0088 0·366 0.249 0.200 0.249 0.240 0·515 0·364 0·306 0·365 0·"353 
0·92 0.219 0.171 0.143 0.168 0.160 0·313 0.248 0.219 0.248 0.238 
0096 0.072 0.048 0.034 0.051 0.080· o .109 . o. 084 0.063 0.085 0.120 
1.00 0.061 0.040 0.032 0.039 0 0.078 0.047 0.040 0.047 0 
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TABLE 2.3. EFFECT OF NUMBER OF MASSES ON RESPONSE AT MIDSPAN--
SINGLE MOVING CONSTANT FORCE; N = 600, ~ = 0 
(a) Tabulation of Response History for a = 0.15 
vt/L Deflection Moment Reaction 
3 masses 7 masses 3 masses 7 masses 3 masses 7 masses 
0 0 0 0 0 1.000 1.000 
0.1 0.171 0.172 0.087 0.097 0.812 0.802 
0.2 0·711 0·712 0·521 0·520 0.906 0·916 
003 0.812 0.810 0.620 0.615 0·715 0·724 
0.4 0.834 0.834 0·710 0·708 0·512 0·520 
0·5 1.152 1.153 1.132 1.126 0.605 ·0.618 
0.6 0.969 0·965 0.817 0.815 0.425 0.415 
0·7 0.676 0.679 0.497 0·501 0.212 0.215 
0.8 0·712 0·712 0.527 0·514 0.293 0·318 
0·9 0·308 0·303 0.215 0.200 0.113 0.108 
100 -0.135 -0.132 -0.117 -0.115 -0.101 -0.102 
(b) Tabulation of Peak Response 
Deflection Moment 
a 
3 masses 7 masses 3 masses 7 masses 
vt!..L AF vt/L AF vt!..L AF vt!..L AF 
0.10 0.54 1.096 0·54 1.095 0·52 1.016 0·52 1.021 
0.15 nc::;? 1.170 n_c::;? l _ l 7l 0·50 10132 0·50 1.126 _. /'-- - -/- ---1-
0.20 0·34 1.067 0·34 > 0.66 1.064 0·34 0.862 0·36 ) 0.64 0.856 
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TABLE 2.4. EFFECT ON NUMBER OF INTEGRATION STEPS ON RESPONSE AT MIDSPAN 
a = 0.16., ~v = 1., R = 003, 3 mass concentrations., ~ = 0 
N = number of integration steps 
Moments Deflections 
N= 300 400 500 6Qo Static 300 400 500 600 Static 
vt!L 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0004 -0.015 -0.014 -0.014 -0.014 0.080 0.009 00009 0.009 0.009 0.120 
0008 0.029 0.029 0.029 0.030 0.160 0.082 0.082 0.082 0.082 0.238 
0012 0.153 0.153 0.153 0.154 0.240 0.224 0.224 0.224 0.244 0·353 
0016 0·327 0·327 0·327 0·328 00320 0.458 0.458 00458 0.458 0.464 
0.20 00486 0.486 00486 0.486 0.400 0.652 0.642 0.652 0.652 0;568 
0024 0·579 0·579 0.579 0·579 0.480 0·772 0·772 0·772 0·772 0.655 
0028 00620 0.619 0.619 0.619 0.560 00825 0.825 0.825 0.825 0·752 
0032 0.671 0.670 0.669 0.669 0.640 0.873 0.873 0.873 0.873 0.829 
0·36 0·778 0·777 0·776 0·776 0·720 0·963 0·963 0.963 0·963 0.893 
0040 0·908 0.906 0·905 0·904 0.800 1.065 1.065 1.065 1.065 0·944 
0044 0·984 0·982 0·981 0.890 0.880 1.100 1.100 1.100 1.100 0·979 
0.48 0·987 0·985 0·984 0·983 0·960 1.033 1.032 1.032 1.032 0·998 
0052 0·901 0.899 0.898 0.898 0·960 0·926 0·926 0.926 0·925 0·998 
0056 0·793 0·792 0·791 0·791 0.880 0.880 0.880 0.880 0.880 0·979 
0.60 0·775 0·774 0·774 0·775 0.800 0·920 0·921 0·921 0·921 0·944 
0064 0·788 0·788 0·789 0·789 0·720 0·975 0·975 0·975 0·975 0.893 
0.68 0.746 0·746 0·747 0·748 00640 0.954 0·954 0·954 0·954 0.829 
0·72 0.628 0.630 0.631 0.632 0·560 0.843 0.843 0.843 0.843 0·752 
0076 0.493 0.495 0·997 0.498 0.480 0.699 0.699 0.699 0.699 0.665 
0.80 0.396 0·399 0.401 0.402 0.400 0.580 0.581 0.581 0.581 0.568 
008h 0·338 0·343 0.345 0·346 0·320 0.492 0.492 00492 0.493 0.464 
0.88 0.279 0.284 0.286 0.286 0.240 0·395 0·395 0·395 0·396 00353 
0092 0.184 0.189 0.190 0.190 0.160 0.259 0.259 0.259 0.259 0.238 
0096 0.060 0.064 0.065 0.065 0.080 0.092 0.092 0.092 0.092 0.120 
1000 -0.057 -0.054 -0.054 -0.055 0 -0.069 -0.069 -0.069 -0.069 0 
Span Length 
(ft. ) 
10- 19 
20- 29 
30- 39 
40- 49 
50- 59 
60- 69 
70- 79 
80- 89 
90- 99 
100- 109 
110-:199 
200- 399 
400- 999 
1000-4200 
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TABLE 3.1. FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF SPAN LENGTHS 
IN THE CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY SYSTEM; Ref. 3 
Number Percent of 
of Spans Total 
7,655 35·32 
4,078 18.85 
3,749 17·30 
1,936 8.97 
1,414 6.54 
1,116 5·15 
416 1·93 
355 1.64 
142 0·70 
214 0·99 
416 1·93 
121 0.56 
14 0.06 
13 0.06 
Cumulative 
Percent 
35·32. 
54.17 
71.47 
80.44 
86·98 
92.13 
94.06 
95·70 
96.40 
97·39 
99·32 
99·88 
99·94 
100.00 
TABLE 302. BRIDGE CHARA.CTERISTICS,-,~SURVEY OF REFS. 6 THROUGH 10 
'-""'I;:---=-:~-""-'~..".::... 
Road= Computed Observed Source 
No. Designation Type Span way Wb fb Tb fb Tb 
of 
Width Data 
1 Conway I-Beam ·69- 14 198 6.0 0.167 
2 Gilbertville " 114 24 792 4.3 0.234 
3 Townsend M. " 89 30 696 3·8 0.265 Ref. 6 
4 Townsend S. Plate Girder 86 24 441 4.2 0.240 
5 Ware II " 77 18 147 5·5 0.182 
6 Jackson No. 4 PIa te Girder 84 29 5·5 0.182 5·5 0.182 
7 No. 5 " " 84 29 5·5 0.182 5·5 0.182 
8 No. 6 " " 76 29 6.4 0.156 6.4 0.156 
9 No. 7 " " 82 29 5·7 0.174 5·9 0.168 
10 No.8 II " 76 29 6.4 0.156 
11 Fenville No.1 I-Beam 58 28 390 6·9 0.145 7. 1 0.141 Ref. 7 
12 No.2 " 59 28 376 6·7 0.149 7·0 0.143 I I--' 
13 No. 3 " 59 28 396 7·2 0.139 7·0 0.143 I--' co 
14 No.4 II 59 28 396 6.7 0.149 6.9 0.145 I 
15 No·5 " 59 28 396 6.7 0.149 6.9 0.145 
16 No.6 " 58 28 390 6·9 0.145 7·2 0.139 
17 X3 of 33-6-1, No.2 I-Beam 61 6.3 0.158 6.4 0.156 
18 No·3 " 61 6·3 0.158 6.3 0.158 
19 No.4 " 61 6·3 0.158 6.2 0.161 
20 Bl and B2 of 33-6-1, No.1 " 64 6·3 0.158 7.8 0.l28 
21 No.2 " 65 6.2 0.162 6.4 0.157 
22 No.4 " 65 6.2 0.162 6.1 0.164 . Ref. 8 
23 No·5 " 65 6.2 0.162 
24 Bl of 56-12-6, No.1 " 55 7·5 0.133 
25 No.2 " 56 7·3 0.137 1·3 0.137 
26 B2 of 39-3-8, No.1 II 45 8.1 0.123 8.0 0..125 
27 No.2 " 49 7.8 0.128 7·9 O.12~ 
TABLE 3.2. (Cont'd) 
Road- Computed Observed Source 
No. Designation Type Span way Wb of 
Width fb Tb fb Tb Data 
28 Vancouver Ave. I-Beam 75 348 4.1 0.244 
29 Vancouver 582 ., 69 253 5.6 0.176 
30 Knightly II 55 157 6.0 0.167 Ref. 9 
31 Skull Valley VI 60 163 6·9 0_.146 
32 Landons Warren.Truss 98 3·5 0.286 3·9 0.256 
33 Mississippi Parker' Trus s 176 2.6 0·385 2·7 0·371 
34 S. Nation " " 200 2.4 0.417 2·5 0.400 
35 Trenton Truss 4.2 0.238 4.4 0.227 Ref. 10 
36 Grananoque " 136 5·5 0.182 5·0 0.200 
37 'Shannonville " 78 5·0 0.200 5·0 0.200 , r-' 
38 Collins Bay I-Beam 30 10.0 0.100 10.6 0.094 r-' \.0 
I 
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TABLE 3.3. COMPUTED BRIDGE WEIGHT AND FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS--STANDA.RD 
BRIDGE PlANS; H20-S16-44 Loading and 28 f - 0" Roadway 
Total 
Series Description Span Weight Tb fb Tb/2 L 
Length, ft. Wb , kips 
SA I-beam, non-composite 20 90 0.048· 20.8 0.00120 
design 25 115 0.062 16.1 0.00124 
30 133 0.073 13·7 0.00122 
35 164 0.090 11.1 0.00129 
40 186 0-.111 9·0 0.00139 
45 217 0.124 8.1 0.00138 
50 246 0.137 7·3 0.00137 
60 320 0.193 5·2 0.00161 
70 385 0.241 4.1 0.00172 
SE I-beam, composite 50 239 0.171 5.8 0.00171 
design 60 295 0.207 .4.8 0.00174 
70 360 0.254 3·9 0.00181 
80 434 0·307 3·3 0.00192 
90 527 0·372 2·7 0.00207 
100 623 0.420 2.4 0.00210 
SF Reinforced concrete 20 119 0.091 11.0 0.00228 
slab 25 166 0.122 8.2 0.00244 
30 221 0.147 6.8 0.00245 
35 314 0.153 6.4 0.00224 
SG Reinforced concrete 40 301 0.088 11.4 0.00110 
T-beam 50 423 0.108 9·3 0.00108 
60 605 0.132 7.6 0.00110 
SL Pretensioned precast 35 ~29 0.086 11.6 0.00123 
concrete I-section 40 262 0.100 10.0 0.00125 
45 298 0.113 8.9 0.00126 
50 339 0.126 7·9 0.00126 
60 443 0.152 6.6 0.00127 
70 546 0.184 5.4 0.00131 
SL Post-tensioned precast 50 352 0.119 8.4 0.00119 
concrete I-section rr. 433 0.157 . 6.4 0.00131 ou 
70 532 0.192 5·2 0.00137 
80 628 0.225 4.4 0.00141 
90 780 0.250 4.0 0.00139 
100 909 0.294 3·4 0.00147 
SJ Precast, deck units ·25' . 178 0.096 10.4 0.00192 
30 236 0.122 8.2 0.00203 
35 307 0.140 7·1 0.00200 
40 354 0.159 6.3 0.00199 
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TABLE 3.4. ACTUAL HEAVY VEHICLES IN THE UNITED STATES; 
Reference 3. 
Axle Weight 
Type of Vehicle NtUIlber Eastern States Western States 
Two Axle 1st 8,008 6,714 
2nd 23,b89~· 21,021 
GW 31,097 27,735 
Three Axle 1st 8,268 8,372 
2nd 18,278 17,400 
3rd 17,310 15,941 
GW 44,216 41,713 
Five Axle 1st 8,329 .. 9,079 
Combination 2nd 13,943 16,389 
3rd 14,143 15,181 
4th 13,385 15,879 
5th 14,543 15,980 
GW 64,343 72,508 
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TABLE 5 .1. EFFECT OF DYNAMIC INDEX ON MAGNITUDE OF PEAK RESPONSE; 
Two-Axle Smoothly Moving Vehicle, a = 0.20, s/1 = 0.4 
Value of P P D~,max M l zmax 2zmax max 
i ~Pst)l ~Pst)2 Mst 
(a) For R =0.2 and cp =1 
v 
0·5 1.177 1.194 0.236 1.236 
0.8 1.177 1.183 0.230 1.230 
100 1.172 1.161 0.228 1.228 
1·5 1.150 1.119 0.229 1.229 
2.0 1.126 1.148 0.234 1.234 
(b) For R = 1 and cp = 0.6 
v 
0·5 1.201 1·345 0.565 1·529 
0.8 1.237 1·381 0·573 1·531 
1.0 1.261 1.402 0·572 1.528 
1·5 1·317 1.448 0·562 1.509 
2.0 1·365 1.470 0.542 1.483 
Ymax 
Yst 
1.129 
1.126 
1.125 
1.124 
1.124 
1.267 
1.267 
1.264 
1.253 
1.237 
FIGURES 
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III 
FIG. 2.1 IDEALIZATIOB OF SIMPLE SPAN BRIDGE 
(a) Single-Axle Load Unit 
8 
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(b) Two .... Axle Vehicle 
FIG. 2.2 IDEALIZATION OF VEHICLE 
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FIG. 2.4 COMPARISON OF INTERACTIlIl FORCE CUlRVES FOR DIFPJmEl'fl' MASS COUCEIfrRATIOIfS; 
~ = 1, R = 0.3, a = 0.16 
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FIG. 2.5 COMPARISON or DmAMIC mCREMEHT CURVES FOR l«MElfT FOR DIFFERERT MASS C~ITRA'fiOBS; 
q> == 1, R lim 0 cD.3 J~ ex lim 0.16 . 
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FIG. 2.6 COMPARISON OF DYNAMIC INCREMENT CURVES FOR ~TIOlf FOR DIFFERENT MASS COll:Elt11tATIONS; 
<p := 1, R 1m 0.3, a: :: 0.16 
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FIG. 2 III 7 COMPARISOIf OF DINAMIC INCREMENT CURVES FOR THIlID-PODT MCMENT pam DIFFERDT 
MASS CONCDTRATIODSj cP :: 1, R =: 0.3, a • 0.16 
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FIG. 5 .. 2b HISTORIES OF DrNAMIC INCREMEIT FOR MIDSPAN MC»lENT; Two .... Axle Smoothly 
Moving Vehicle, R = 0 .. 2, cp = 0 .. 6, a = 0 .. 2, J.1 = ClO 
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FIG.. 5" 3a HISTORIES OF INTERACTING FORCES; Two-Axle Smoothly 
Moving Vehicle, R = 0 .. 2, cp = 1 .. 4, a = 0 .. 2, \.l = co 
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FIG.. 5 .. 3b HISTORIES OF DYNAMIC INCREMENT FOR MIDSPAN MOMENT; Two .... Axl.e Smoothly 
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FIG .. 5_6 CCMPARISON OF DYNAMIC INCREMENTS FOR MOMENT AT THE QUARTER-P'OINTS AND MIDSPAN,; 
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FIG .. 5 .. 7 COO>ARISON OF DYNAMIC INCREMENTS FOR MCMKNT AT THE QUARTER ... POINTS AND MIDSPAN; 
Single-Axle Smoothly Moving Load, R == leO, q> := 0 .. 5, a == 0 .. 18 
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FIG .. 5 .. 8 EFFECT OF SPEED PARAMETER ON HISTORY OF DYNAMIC INCREMENT FOR MOMENT AT MIDSPAN; 
Single-Axle Smoothly Moving Load, R = 0 .. 5, ~ = 0 .. 5, ~ = 00 
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FIG. 5.11 EFFECT OF WEIGHT RATIO ON HISTORY OF DYNAMIC I.,REMENT FOR MCNENT AT MIDSPAN; 
Single-Axle Smoothly Moving Load, ~ = 0.5, a = 0.18 
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FIG. 5.12 EFFECT OF WEIGHT RATIO ON HISTORY OF INTERACTING FORCE, p.; Single-AXle 
Smoothly Moving Load, <p = 049 5, a&:O .10 
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FIG .. 5.13 EFFECT OF lmIGHT RATIO ON RISTOR!' OF DnJAMIC I~REMENT FOR MOMENT AT MIDSPAN; 
Single-AxlE~ Smoothly Moving Load, cp I: ().5, a = 0.10 
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FIG.. 5 .. 14 EF'FECT OF FREQUENCY RATIO ON HISTORY OF INTERACTIl«} FORCE, P; Single-Axle 
Smoothly MOving Load, R II1II 0.5, ex := 0.10 
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FIG .. 5 .. 15 EFFECT OF FREQUENCY RATIO ON HISTORY OF DYNAMIC INCREMENT FOR MClJ.IENT AT MIDSPAN; 
Sing:1e-Axle Smoothly MOving Load, R = 0 .. 5, a: = 0 .. 10, II = 00 
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FIG. 5.16 EFFECT OF FREQUENCY RATIO ON HISTORY OF INTERACTING FORCE, Pj Single-Axle 
'Smoothly Moving Load, R :: 0 .. 5, ex :: 0 .. 18 
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FIG .. 5 .. 17 EFFECT OF FREQuENCY RATIO ON HISTORY OF DfNAMIC I~REMENT FOR MOMENT AT MIDSPAN; 
Single .... Axle Smoothly Moving Load, R == 0.5, a = 0.18 
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FIG .. 5 .. 22 HISTORIES OF ~ FORCES; Two-Axle Initially Oscillating 
Vehicle, R = 0.2, ~v = 0 .. 5, a = 0 .. 1, ~ = M, s/L = 0.4, 
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